DON'T BE FOOLED BY CHEAP IMITATIONS!

THE ONLY SOURCE FOR BAD TO THE BONE® BRANDS THAT CRUSH THE COMPETITION!

WARNING!
These adult collectibles are not intended for persons under 18 years of age.

Release, Assumption of Risk, and Waiver of Liability and Indemnity Agreement: By purchasing any item from United® Cutlery, the buyer warrants that he is in compliance with all federal, local, and state laws and is legally able to purchase and sell any and all items illustrated.

All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Country of origin subject to change.

CALL A REPRESENTATIVE TODAY!
1-800-548-0835 or 229-890-6669
or by fax 1-229-985-4861

United® Cutlery Corporation
475 US Highway 319 South
Moultrie, GA 31768

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA TO SEE EVEN MORE EXCITING, NEW PRODUCTS!

FACEBOOK.COM/UNITEDCUTLERY
YOUTUBE.COM/UNITEDCUTLERY

STONGER. SHARPER.® FOR EVERY TASK.
When you are trying to survive, no other brand has your back like United® Cutlery’s M48® lineup! M48® items are crafted with top-grade materials and custom designs that are meant to make you a commando in your own right. No job is too tough for these powerful blades and tools.

**M48® Double-Headed War Hammer Cane**
- 6 1/2”, 2Cr13 stainless steel double-head
- Features a skull crusher and five penetrating points
- Almost indestructible injection molded nylon handle
- Includes a TPR head cover
- Measures 38 1/2” overall

**M48® Silver Kommando Survival Hammer**
- Cast stainless steel head with a curved back spine and hammer head
- Practically indestructible fiberglass, reinforced nylon handle
- Shaft has a rubber toe for improved traction
- Measures 37 3/8” overall

**M48® Double-Header War Hammer**
- Almost indestructible injection molded nylon handle
- Features a skull crusher and five penetrating points
- 6 1/2”, 2Cr13 stainless steel double-head
- Includes a TPR head cover
- Measures 17” overall

---

A.  M48® Double-Headed War Hammer Cane
   #UC3533
   List $182.00

B.  M48® Silver Kommando Survival Hammer
   #UC3497
   List $181.00

C.  M48® Double-Header War Hammer
   #UC3428
   List $141.00
M48® Viking Axe
If you wanna conquer today’s world like a Viking, you need to carry the innovative M48® Viking Axe with its modern tactical design:
• 3Cr13 cast stainless steel axe head with a bearded blade design
• Handle is 6 1/4” in width with a 6 7/8” razor-sharp blade
• Injection-molded, nylon reinforced handle scales
• Tough, injection-molded TPU sheath
• Measures 27 1/2” overall

A. M48® Viking Axe
#UC3457
List $219.00

M48® Tsunami Dagger
From the rockstars at M48®, the design geniuses who gave you the Cyclone, comes the M48® Tsunami Dagger. The exclusive blade has a twist, which positions the edges perfectly for maximum damage and it narrows to a penetrating point.
• Grooved EDM surface texture for a slip-free grip
• Twisting, 7 1/2” 2Cr13 stainless steel blade
• Injection-molded nylon fiber handle scales
• Includes a custom Vortec® belt sheath
• Measures 12 1/4” overall

B. M48® Tsunami Dagger
#UC3437
List $117.00

M48® Liberator Trench Knife
The M48® Liberator Trench Knife assures that you’ll be on the winning side, in hand-to-hand combat, with its spiked knuckle-buster handle.
• 7 1/2”, razor-sharp 2Cr13 cast stainless steel blade
• Fiberglass reinforced nylon, layered handle scales
• Includes an injection molded Vortec® and nylon belt sheath
• Measures 13 3/4” overall

C. M48® Liberator Trench Knife
#UC3381
List $137.00

M48® Conflict Cleaver
M48® is the expert in designing and crafting tools that will see you through a mission, whether you’re at home or on foreign shores, and the Conflict Cleaver definitely fits the bill.
• 2Cr13 cast stainless steel, cleaver-style blade
• Injection molded nylon handle with 30% fiber
• Includes heavy-duty Vortec® belt sheath
• 3 3/4” wide with a 6 1/4” blade
• Measures 11 1/4” overall

D. M48® Conflict Cleaver
#UC3425
List $108.00

If you wanna conquer today’s world like a Viking, you need to carry the innovative M48 Viking Axe with its modern tactical design!
The M48® Cyclone® Will Blow You Away!

You have never seen anything that compares to United® Cutlery’s new M48® Cyclone® Fixed Blade Knife! The cast 2Cr13 stainless steel blade has been crafted into a spiraling masterpiece of design, using temperatures up to 1,030 degrees, which gives it a 48 HRC. The three spiraling cutting edges come down to an incredibly sharp piercing point! As with all M48® knives, the glass-fiber-reinforced nylon handle gives you a strong and secure grip. The Cyclone® also features a solid stainless steel hand guard and skull crusher pommel. The blade slides into a custom Vortec TPU sheath that fits like a glove and is virtually indestructible.

- Item A includes custom Vortec TPU boot sheath
- Item B includes custom Vortec TPU belt sheath
- Item C includes custom Vortec TPU sheath
- Item D includes custom Vortec sheath

Always ahead of the curve, United® Cutlery has taken its popular M48® Cyclone® Dagger and taken it to a new level of fierceness.

• Glass-fiber reinforced nylon shaft
• Includes custom Vortec sheath
• Three spiraling cutting edges
• Measures 48 7/8” overall

M48® Cyclone® Push Dagger
Always ahead of the curve, United® Cutlery has taken its popular M48® Cyclone® Dagger and taken it to a new level of fierceness;

• Glass-fiber reinforced nylon shaft
• Three spiraling cutting edges
• Measures 48 7/8” overall

M48® Cyclone® Spear
Always ahead of the curve, United® Cutlery has taken its popular M48® Cyclone® Dagger and taken it to a new level of fierceness.

• Glass-fiber reinforced nylon shaft
• Black oxide coating

Item A features Vortec boot clip sheath

A. M48® Cyclone® Boot Knife
   • 5 3/4” blade
   • 10 1/2” overall
   • #UC3287
   • List $114.00

B. M48® Cyclone® E knife
   • 8” blade
   • 13 1/2” overall
   • #UC3163
   • List $131.00

C. M48® Cyclone® Push Dagger
   • #UC3427
   • List $710.00

D. Cyclone® Spear
   • #UC3333
   • List $187.00

M48® Cyclone® Spear
Always ahead of the curve, United® Cutlery has taken its popular M48® Cyclone® Dagger and taken it to a new level of fierceness.

• 9” cast 2Cr13 stainless steel blade with black oxide coating
• Measures 48 7/8” overall

DEVASTATING BLADE WITH A WICKED EDGE IN EVERY DIRECTION
**M48 Talon® Survival Spear**

Applications abound with this spear, including breaching, pryng and impaling virtually anything.
- Razor sharp 2Cr13 double-edged stainless steel spear blade is nearly 1/2” thick
- Rugged glass-fiber-reinforced shaft
- Includes flexible Vortec sheath

A. M48 Talon® Survival Spear
- 8” blade; 44 1/8” overall
  #UC2961
  List $137.00

**M48 Magnum Spear**

The Magnum Spear is big, bad and breaks the competition.
- Two-piece glass-fiber-reinforced shaft
- Two-tone black oxide / satin blade finish
- 10 3/4” 2Cr13 cast stainless steel blade
- Vortec blade sheath included
- 65 1/2” overall

B. M48® Magnum Spear
- 10 3/4” blade; 65 1/2” overall
  #UC3137
  List $197.00

**M48® Naginata Polearm**

United® Cutlery turns up the volume on the traditional naginata in the form of this brand new M48® Naginata Polearm.
- 30% fiberglass and nylon handle
- 10” blade; 57 1/2” overall length
- Tempered cast stainless steel
- Hard coat black oxide finish
- Flexible Vortec blade cover

D. M48® Naginata Polearm
  #UC3101
  List $180.00

**M48 Talon® Dagger With Sheath**

- Heavy-duty 3/4” thick, 6 7/8” cast 2Cr13 stainless steel blade
- The G10 handle scales are securely attached to the full tang
- Includes custom Vortec belt sheath
- Handle has a paracord lanyard
- Measures 11 5/8” overall

C. M48® Talon Dagger
- 11 5/8” overall
  #UC3336
  List $128.00

**M48® Talon® Survival Spear**

- Heavy-duty 3/4” thick, 6 7/8” cast 2Cr13 stainless steel blade
- The G10 handle scales are securely attached to the full tang
- Includes custom Vortec belt sheath
- Handle has a paracord lanyard
- Measures 11 5/8” overall

C. M48® Talon Dagger
- 11 5/8” overall
  #UC3336
  List $128.00

YEAH, IT’S THAT TOUGH
AND EVERY MAN NEEDS ONE

SPEARHEADS ARE SECURELY ATTACHED TO SHAFTS WITH THREE SEPARATE BOLTS

VICKED SHARP

FULLY FUNCTIONAL

Includes custom Vortec sheath

United® Cutlery turns up the volume on the traditional naginata in the form of this brand new M48® Naginata Polearm.
- 30% fiberglass and nylon handle
- 10” blade; 57 1/2” overall length
- Tempered cast stainless steel
- Hard coat black oxide finish
- Flexible Vortec blade cover

D. M48® Naginata Polearm
  #UC3101
  List $180.00

BAD TO THE BONE
M48 Tactical Tomahawk
The M48 Tactical Tomahawk is the ultimate tactical tool. It is light enough to be carried all day without added muscle fatigue, and the blade offers a wide, upswung axe and a piercing spike on the back.
- Rugged fiberglass reinforced handle
- Well balanced for precise throwing
- Axe blade is excellent for chopping
- Double-edged spike tip
- 8" head, 2 7/8" blade
- 2Cr13 stainless steel
- 18" overall

A. M48 Tactical Tomahawk
#UC2765
List $159.00

B. M48 Tactical Kulri
#UC3160
List $109.00

M48 Survival Hammer
- 37.3" overall length allows for extended reach and doubles as a walking aid
- Effective breaching tool or defensive hammer
- 2Cr13 stainless steel war hammer head
- Fiberglass reinforced nylon handle shaft
- Curved back spike

C. M48 Survival Hammer
#UC2960
List $179.00

M48 Double Bladed Tactical Tomahawk
- 2Cr13 stainless steel construction
- Double-blade tomahawk design
- Black oxide blade finish
- 19 7/8" overall length

D. M48 Double Bladed Tactical Tomahawk
#UC3056
List $99.00

M48 Tactical War Hammer
- Fiberglass and reinforced nylon handle
- 7 3/4" cast 2Cr13 stainless steel head
- Measures 19 1/2" overall in length
- Hammer spike head secured by three separate bolts
- Powerful curved back spike

E. M48 Tactical War Hammer
#UC3069
List $109.00

The M48 Tactical Tomahawk is the ultimate tactical tool. It is light enough to be carried all day without added muscle fatigue, and the blade offers a wide, upswung axe and a piercing spike on the back.

Rugged fiberglass reinforced handle
- Well balanced for precise throwing
- Axe blade is excellent for chopping
- Double-edged spike tip
- Measures 15 1/2" overall in length
- Hammer-spike head secured by three separate bolts
- Powerful curved back spike

M48 Tactical War Hammer
- Fiberglass and reinforced nylon handle
- 7 3/4" cast 2Cr13 stainless steel head
- Measures 19 1/2" overall in length
- Hammer spike head secured by three separate bolts
- Powerful curved back spike
Double the cutting and chopping power with the M48® Liberator Double-Headed Infantry Tomahawk Axe

- 7 7/10” cast stainless steel double-hawk head with a black oxide coating
- Rugged fiberglass reinforced handle
- Measures 7 3/4” overall

A. M48® Combat Machete Gen II
#UC3488 List $109.00

- 5 1/5” wide, black 3Cr13 stainless steel head with a 2 1/2” blade
- Black cord wrapped handle
- Measures 10 3/4” overall

B. M48® Falcon Karambit
#UC3334 List $95.00

- 6 1/4” 3Cr13 cast stainless steel axe head
- Flat head on the back for hammering
- Injection-molded, nylon reinforced fiberglass
- Measures 15 1/2” overall

C. Liberator Double-Headed Tomahawk
#UC3429 List $110.00

- 3 3/10” razor-sharp blade edges
- Includes a Vortec blade sheath
- Measures 10 1/4” overall

D. M48® Woodsman Axe
#UC3395 List $90.00

- 6 3/8” 3Cr13 cast stainless steel axe head
- Includes a Vortec blade sheath
- Measures 15 3/4” overall

E. M48® Pro Throwing Axe Set
#UC1490 List $195.00

- 1 1/2” wide, black 3Cr13 stainless steel head with a 2 1/2” blade
- Black cord wrapped handle
- Measures 16 3/4” overall
- Includes 1068D nylon sheath

F. M48® Fang I Push Dagger
#UC3332 List $67.00

- Tough TPR finger-grooved push handle
- Heavily ridged handle for slip free grip
- Rugged Vortec sheath with boot clip
- 4 1/2” blade
- Measures 7 3/8” overall

M48® Combat Machete Gen II
United Cutlery took its M48® combat machete and made it even more aggressive and dangerous, leaving no doubt that it will have you covered no matter what the mission.

- Full-tang 11 1/2” 3Cr13 stainless steel blade with a titanium electroplated finish
- Reinforced, impact-resistant TPU handle
- Wicked partial sawback spine
- Measures 17 3/4” overall

M48® Falcon Karambit
Knife is another triumph of tried and true ancient design remade into a modern, tactical weapon.

- 5 1/4” full-tang 2Cr13 stainless steel blade
- Ergonomic fiberglass reinforced nylon handle scales
- Traditional open-ring pommel
- Includes Vortec belt sheath
- Measures 10 1/4” overall

M48® Woodsman Axe

- Measures 10 3/4” overall
- Includes 1068D nylon sheath

M48® Pro Throwing Axe Set

- Measures 16 3/4” overall
- Includes 1068D nylon sheath
M48 Survival Axe
Tactical Hiking Staff
- Cast stainless steel razor-sharp blade
- 35% fiberglass handle
- Axe head attaches with 3 separate metal bolts
- Includes snap-on rubberized blade cover
- 37” overall length

A. M48® Hiking Staff With Survival Axe #UC2905 List $183

M48® OPS Large Karambit
With hundreds of years of fighting history behind it, the karambit is a weapon that you can count on, and nobody knows how to modernize its design like M48® OPS®.
- One-piece D2 tool steel construction with a stonewashed finish
- 4 1/2” curved blade; curved open-ring handle
- Includes a tough Kydex sheath
- Measures 9 1/2” overall

B. M48® OPS® #UC3443 List $86

M48® OPS Tanker Combat Dagger
- 4 1/4” double-edged blade; open-ring pommel
- One-piece stainless steel construction with a stonewashed finish
- Includes a tough Kydex sheath
- Measures 9 1/2” overall

C. M48® OPS® Tanker Combat Dagger #UC3442 List $69

M48® Warthawg Pocket Knife
The M48® Warthawg Pocket Knife is everything that you’re looking for in a workhorse everyday carry, especially, if your everyday is a tactical mission.
- 4 3/8” D2 tool steel, bead-blasted blade
- Tough stainless steel pocket clip
- Injection molded nylon handle
- Measures 6 3/4” overall

D. M48® Warthawg Pocket Knife #UC3417 List $121

With hundreds of years of fighting history behind it, the karambit is a weapon that you can count on, and nobody knows how to modernize its design like M48® OPS®.
- One-piece D2 tool steel construction with a stonewashed finish
- 4 1/2” curved blade; curved open-ring handle
- Includes a tough Kydex sheath
- Measures 9 1/2” overall

C. M48® OPS® Tanker Combat Dagger #UC3442 List $69

The M48® Warthawg Pocket Knife is everything that you’re looking for in a workhorse everyday carry, especially, if your everyday is a tactical mission.
- 4 3/8” D2 tool steel, bead-blasted blade
- Tough stainless steel pocket clip
- Injection molded nylon handle
- Measures 6 3/4” overall

D. M48® Warthawg Pocket Knife #UC3417 List $121
**Combat Commander®**

**V42 Stiletto Dagger**
- 5 1/8" 1095 high carbon steel blade
- Tough nylon belt sheath
- Cast metal handle with rubberized grip inserts
- Overall length: 11 1/8"  

**Combat Commander®**

**Combat Commander® Trench Knife**
- Overall length: 12 3/8"  
- Tough nylon belt sheath
- Features non-slip rubberized grip inserts
- 7 3/4" 1095 high carbon steel cleaver blade  

**Combat Commander®**

**Trench Cleaver**
- Overall length: 12 7/8"  
- Cast metal handle with rubberized grip inserts
- Features non-slip rubberized grip inserts
- 7 3/4" 1095 high carbon steel cleaver blade  

**Combat Commander®**

**Push Pal Dagger**
- Overall length: 11 3/4"  
- Cast metal handle with rubberized grip inserts
- Overall length: 11 3/4"  

**Combat Commander®**

**Boot Knife**
- ABS injection molded handle with TPR rubber outer grip
- 3 1/2" 3CR13 black coated stainless steel blade
- Snap-in polypropylene sheath
- Brass lanyard hole in handle
- Overall length: 7 1/2"  

**Combat Commander®**

**Mini Boot Knife**
- Overall length: 7 1/2"  
- ABS injection molded handle with TPR rubber outer grip
- 3 1/2" 3CR13 black coated stainless steel blade
- Snap-in polypropylene sheath
- Brass lanyard hole in handle
- Overall length: 7 1/2"  

**Combat Commander®**

**Boot And Shoulder Knives**
- Multiple carry options • Fast, reliable protection
- Combat Commanders have AUS-8 blades
- Sub Commanders have AUS-6 blades
- ABS injection molded handles with TPR rubber outer grip
- Excellent grip

**Combat Commander®**

**Sub Commander Next Generation Boot Knife**
- Overall length: 7 1/2"  
- ABS injection molded handle with TPR rubber outer grip
- 3 1/2" 3CR13 black coated stainless steel blade
- Snap-in polypropylene sheath
- Brass lanyard hole in handle
- Overall length: 7 1/2"  

**Combat Commander®**

**Black Boot Knife with Shoulder Harness**
- Overall length: 7 1/2"  
- ABS injection molded handles with TPR rubber outer grip
- Excellent grip

**Combat Commander®**

**Black Mini Boot Knife**
- Overall length: 7 1/2"  
- ABS injection molded handles with TPR rubber outer grip
- Excellent grip

---

**BAD TO THE BONE**

United Cutlery

WWW.UNITEDCUTLERY.COM
Combat Commander® Gladius Series

Defend yourself like the toughest of warriors with United® Cutlery’s new Combat Commander® Gladius Series. Each features a powerful piece of thick, razor-sharp 1065 high carbon steel built to defend or destroy. The TPR rubberized handle provides a sure grip as you wield these mighty swords. Carry each in the reinforced nylon sheath.

- Razor-sharp black-coated 1065 high carbon steel blade
- Powerful full-tang blade construction
- Slip-resistant TPR rubberized handle
- Piercing point for deep penetration
- Reinforced nylon belt sheath

A. Gladiator Sword
16 5/8" blade
24" overall
#UC3009
List $6500

B. Thai Gladius Sword
20" blade
40" overall
#UC3142
List $9800

C. Combat Commander® Extended Handle Spartan Sword
#UC3459
List $9800

D. Thai Nagi Sword
#UC3141
List $9800

Combat Commander® Thai Nagi Sword

You will be absolutely combat ready with the Combat Commander® Thai Nagi Sword in your hands.

- 20" 1065 carbon steel blade with hard coating
- Textured, strong nylon fiber handle
- Nylon sheath with shoulder harness
- Overall length: 40 1/2"

D. Thai Nagi Sword
#UC3141 List $9800
Whether you are current or former military personnel, law enforcement, or simply a civilian who wants to be prepared, our Night Watchman® line has you covered. Each of these tactical defense items provides discreet but effective personal protection and defense. Ease of concealment, a variety of carrying options and a multitude of practical applications have brought the Night Watchman® line to the forefront of the personal protection and self-defense industry, and we are proud to offer the latest and best in this exclusive lineup.

As always, a commitment to quality craftsmanship remains our top priority with each item.

Night Watchman® Defense Batons Are Heavy Hitters!

Designed specifically for law enforcement, the Night Watchman® Defense Baton and Thumper are deterrents you can count on when you’re facing the toughest of situations. They feature a solid piece of injection molded polypropylene with a textured, secure-grip handle to ensure you have a rock-solid hold. As an added measure of security, a paracord wrist lanyards are attached to keep it in your control.

- Injection molded polypropylene
- Tactical design recessed holes
- Textured, secure grip handle
- Skull-crusher on pommel

A. Night Watchman® Tec-Tonfa Baton
   23 1/2” overall
   #UC3315
   List $4500

B. Night Watchman® Thumper
   29” overall
   #UC3316
   List $4600

C. Night Watchman® Defense 26” Baton
   #UC2573
   List $5100
   Also Available
   21” Baton
   #UC2572
   List $4600

D. Night Watchman® War Hammer
   #UC3487
   List $5500

These heavy duty black steel batons offer a rubberized, ridged handle for a confident grip.

- Rapidly deployed into action with a quick flick of the wrist
- Includes a heavy-duty nylon pouch for convenient carry
- Superb balance and control
- Rounded impact point

Designed specifically for law enforcement agencies, the Night Watchman War Hammer is a deterrent you can count on when you’re facing the toughest situations.

- One-piece injection-molded polypropylene construction
- 10 1/4” head crowned and crowned with spikes
- Features a penetrating tomahawk-style back
- Features a glass-breaker on the pommel

Measures 22” overall

D. Night Watchman® War Hammer
   #UC3487
   List $5500

NEW!
Night Watchman® Self Defense Umbrella
And Sword Canes Are Ready To Defend!

The Night Watchman® Self-Defense Umbrella is the ultimate in effective, discreet self-defense, as no one would suspect what it's capable of! The lightweight umbrella has a practically indestructible carbon fiber rod.
• The grippy handle is tough fiber-reinforced nylon and it has a comfortable grip
• It has a sharp and penetrating glass breaker point

A. Night Watchman® Umbrella
36 1/2" overall
#UC3384
List $25.45

Night Watchman®
Sword Canes

• 1060 high carbon steel blade
• Hard-coated aluminum shaft
• Fiber filled nylon handle
• Removable rubber toe

B. Night Watchman® Sword Cane
29" bl.; 37 1/2" ov.
#UC3124 List $185.00

C. Night Watchman®
Hook Sword Cane
25" bl.; 37 5/2" ov.
#UC3486
List $185.00

Item C and D feature a removable rubber toe to prevent slipping

Night Watchman® Defense Staffs

• Almost unbreakable toughness • Quality training tool
• Constructed of fiberglass filled polypropylene • A must-have for the serious martial artist

D. 4 ft Jo Staff
4' overall
#UC3211 List $174.00

E. 6 ft Bo Staff
6' overall
#UC3210 List $75.00

F. Escrima Fighting Stick
#UC3212, List $140.00

Night Watchman® Escrima Fighting Stick

• Take a hands-on approach to defense • Almost unbreakable toughness
• Effective personal defense • Overall length: 28"

The Night Watchman® Self-Defense Umbrella is the ultimate in effective, discreet self-defense, as no one would suspect what it’s capable of! The lightweight umbrella has a practically indestructible carbon fiber rod.
• The grippy handle is tough fiber-reinforced nylon and it has a comfortable grip
• It has a sharp and penetrating glass breaker point

A. Night Watchman® Umbrella
36 1/2" overall
#UC3384
List $25.45

Night Watchman®
Sword Canes

• 1060 high carbon steel blade
• Hard-coated aluminum shaft
• Fiber filled nylon handle
• Removable rubber toe

B. Night Watchman® Sword Cane
29" bl.; 37 1/2" ov.
#UC3124 List $185.00

C. Night Watchman®
Hook Sword Cane
25" bl.; 37 5/2" ov.
#UC3486
List $185.00

Item C and D feature a removable rubber toe to prevent slipping

Night Watchman® Defense Staffs

• Almost unbreakable toughness • Quality training tool
• Constructed of fiberglass filled polypropylene • A must-have for the serious martial artist

D. 4 ft Jo Staff
4' overall
#UC3211 List $174.00

E. 6 ft Bo Staff
6' overall
#UC3210 List $75.00

F. Escrima Fighting Stick
#UC3212, List $140.00

Night Watchman® Escrima Fighting Stick

• Take a hands-on approach to defense • Almost unbreakable toughness
• Effective personal defense • Overall length: 28"

The Night Watchman® Self-Defense Umbrella is the ultimate in effective, discreet self-defense, as no one would suspect what it’s capable of! The lightweight umbrella has a practically indestructible carbon fiber rod.
• The grippy handle is tough fiber-reinforced nylon and it has a comfortable grip
• It has a sharp and penetrating glass breaker point

A. Night Watchman® Umbrella
36 1/2" overall
#UC3384
List $25.45

Night Watchman®
Sword Canes

• 1060 high carbon steel blade
• Hard-coated aluminum shaft
• Fiber filled nylon handle
• Removable rubber toe

B. Night Watchman® Sword Cane
29" bl.; 37 1/2" ov.
#UC3124 List $185.00

C. Night Watchman®
Hook Sword Cane
25" bl.; 37 5/2" ov.
#UC3486
List $185.00

Item C and D feature a removable rubber toe to prevent slipping

Night Watchman® Defense Staffs

• Almost unbreakable toughness • Quality training tool
• Constructed of fiberglass filled polypropylene • A must-have for the serious martial artist

D. 4 ft Jo Staff
4' overall
#UC3211 List $174.00

E. 6 ft Bo Staff
6' overall
#UC3210 List $75.00

F. Escrima Fighting Stick
#UC3212, List $140.00

Night Watchman® Escrima Fighting Stick

• Take a hands-on approach to defense • Almost unbreakable toughness
• Effective personal defense • Overall length: 28"

The Night Watchman® Self-Defense Umbrella is the ultimate in effective, discreet self-defense, as no one would suspect what it’s capable of! The lightweight umbrella has a practically indestructible carbon fiber rod.
• The grippy handle is tough fiber-reinforced nylon and it has a comfortable grip
• It has a sharp and penetrating glass breaker point

A. Night Watchman® Umbrella
36 1/2" overall
#UC3384
List $25.45

Night Watchman®
Sword Canes

• 1060 high carbon steel blade
• Hard-coated aluminum shaft
• Fiber filled nylon handle
• Removable rubber toe

B. Night Watchman® Sword Cane
29" bl.; 37 1/2" ov.
#UC3124 List $185.00

C. Night Watchman®
Hook Sword Cane
25" bl.; 37 5/2" ov.
#UC3486
List $185.00

Item C and D feature a removable rubber toe to prevent slipping

Night Watchman® Defense Staffs

• Almost unbreakable toughness • Quality training tool
• Constructed of fiberglass filled polypropylene • A must-have for the serious martial artist

D. 4 ft Jo Staff
4' overall
#UC3211 List $174.00

E. 6 ft Bo Staff
6' overall
#UC3210 List $75.00

F. Escrima Fighting Stick
#UC3212, List $140.00

Night Watchman® Escrima Fighting Stick

• Take a hands-on approach to defense • Almost unbreakable toughness
• Effective personal defense • Overall length: 28"

The Night Watchman® Self-Defense Umbrella is the ultimate in effective, discreet self-defense, as no one would suspect what it’s capable of! The lightweight umbrella has a practically indestructible carbon fiber rod.
• The grippy handle is tough fiber-reinforced nylon and it has a comfortable grip
• It has a sharp and penetrating glass breaker point

A. Night Watchman® Umbrella
36 1/2" overall
#UC3384
List $25.45

Night Watchman®
Sword Canes

• 1060 high carbon steel blade
• Hard-coated aluminum shaft
• Fiber filled nylon handle
• Removable rubber toe

B. Night Watchman® Sword Cane
29" bl.; 37 1/2" ov.
#UC3124 List $185.00

C. Night Watchman®
Hook Sword Cane
25" bl.; 37 5/2" ov.
#UC3486
List $185.00

Item C and D feature a removable rubber toe to prevent slipping

Night Watchman® Defense Staffs

• Almost unbreakable toughness • Quality training tool
• Constructed of fiberglass filled polypropylene • A must-have for the serious martial artist

D. 4 ft Jo Staff
4' overall
#UC3211 List $174.00

E. 6 ft Bo Staff
6' overall
#UC3210 List $75.00

F. Escrima Fighting Stick
#UC3212, List $140.00

Night Watchman® Escrima Fighting Stick

• Take a hands-on approach to defense • Almost unbreakable toughness
• Effective personal defense • Overall length: 28"
**Night Watchman® Slapper**
The Night Watchman® Slapper is a lightweight, capable self-defense weapon in a compact size. It is constructed of one solid piece of thick TPR rubber that has been engineered to be flexible in the middle and dense at the end to deliver knock-out blows. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Night Watchman® JagerMace**
The one-of-a-kind Night Watchman® JagerMace hits you out of nowhere like a ton of bricks because it’s so unique in design concept that you would have never seen it coming in a million years. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Blackthorn Shillelagh Fighting Cane**
Night Watchman® has recreated Ireland’s legendary shillelagh fighting stick with these stunning Blackthorn Shillelaghs. Each has traditional style with state-of-the-art contemporary materials, yielding a fighting stick with all the rustic charm of its Irish forebears, as well as strength and functionality perfectly suited to self-defense in the modern era. Made of glass-fiber-reinforced nylon, these present-day shillelaghs are virtually indestructible. The shafts feature gnarled accents and each is capped by an elegant, impact-resistant simulated burywood knob.

**Night Watchman® Defense Survival Staff**
From providing a sure footing in rough terrain to self-defense and more, you can always lean on Night Watchman’s Survival Staff!

- Tough glass-fiber-reinforced nylon construction
- 37 1/16” overall length
- Double-tipped, textured T-grip handle
- Removable rubber toe

**Night Watchman® Defense Adjustable Hook Walking Cane**

- Adjustable length
- Extends striking distance by over 3 feet!

**Night Watchman® Defense Slapper**
The Night Watchman Slapper is a lightweight, capable self-defense weapon in a compact size. It is constructed of one solid piece of thick TPR rubber that has been engineered to be flexible in the middle and dense at the end to deliver knock-out blows. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Night Watchman® JagerMace**
The one-of-a-kind Night Watchman® JagerMace hits you out of nowhere like a ton of bricks because it’s so unique in design concept that you would have never seen it coming in a million years. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Blackthorn Shillelagh Fighting Cane**
Night Watchman® has recreated Ireland’s legendary shillelagh fighting stick with these stunning Blackthorn Shillelaghs. Each has traditional style with state-of-the-art contemporary materials, yielding a fighting stick with all the rustic charm of its Irish forebears, as well as strength and functionality perfectly suited to self-defense in the modern era. Made of glass-fiber-reinforced nylon, these present-day shillelaghs are virtually indestructible. The shafts feature gnarled accents and each is capped by an elegant, impact-resistant simulated burywood knob.

**Night Watchman® Defense Adjustable Hook Walking Cane**

- Adjustable length
- Extends striking distance by over 3 feet!

**Night Watchman® Defense Slapper**
The Night Watchman Slapper is a lightweight, capable self-defense weapon in a compact size. It is constructed of one solid piece of thick TPR rubber that has been engineered to be flexible in the middle and dense at the end to deliver knock-out blows. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Night Watchman® JagerMace**
The one-of-a-kind Night Watchman® JagerMace hits you out of nowhere like a ton of bricks because it’s so unique in design concept that you would have never seen it coming in a million years. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Blackthorn Shillelagh Fighting Cane**
Night Watchman® has recreated Ireland’s legendary shillelagh fighting stick with these stunning Blackthorn Shillelaghs. Each has traditional style with state-of-the-art contemporary materials, yielding a fighting stick with all the rustic charm of its Irish forebears, as well as strength and functionality perfectly suited to self-defense in the modern era. Made of glass-fiber-reinforced nylon, these present-day shillelaghs are virtually indestructible. The shafts feature gnarled accents and each is capped by an elegant, impact-resistant simulated burywood knob.

**Night Watchman® Defense Adjustable Hook Walking Cane**

- Adjustable length
- Extends striking distance by over 3 feet!

**Night Watchman® Defense Slapper**
The Night Watchman Slapper is a lightweight, capable self-defense weapon in a compact size. It is constructed of one solid piece of thick TPR rubber that has been engineered to be flexible in the middle and dense at the end to deliver knock-out blows. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Night Watchman® JagerMace**
The one-of-a-kind Night Watchman® JagerMace hits you out of nowhere like a ton of bricks because it’s so unique in design concept that you would have never seen it coming in a million years. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Blackthorn Shillelagh Fighting Cane**
Night Watchman® has recreated Ireland’s legendary shillelagh fighting stick with these stunning Blackthorn Shillelaghs. Each has traditional style with state-of-the-art contemporary materials, yielding a fighting stick with all the rustic charm of its Irish forebears, as well as strength and functionality perfectly suited to self-defense in the modern era. Made of glass-fiber-reinforced nylon, these present-day shillelaghs are virtually indestructible. The shafts feature gnarled accents and each is capped by an elegant, impact-resistant simulated burywood knob.

**Night Watchman® Defense Adjustable Hook Walking Cane**

- Adjustable length
- Extends striking distance by over 3 feet!

**Night Watchman® Defense Slapper**
The Night Watchman Slapper is a lightweight, capable self-defense weapon in a compact size. It is constructed of one solid piece of thick TPR rubber that has been engineered to be flexible in the middle and dense at the end to deliver knock-out blows. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Night Watchman® JagerMace**
The one-of-a-kind Night Watchman® JagerMace hits you out of nowhere like a ton of bricks because it’s so unique in design concept that you would have never seen it coming in a million years. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Blackthorn Shillelagh Fighting Cane**
Night Watchman® has recreated Ireland’s legendary shillelagh fighting stick with these stunning Blackthorn Shillelaghs. Each has traditional style with state-of-the-art contemporary materials, yielding a fighting stick with all the rustic charm of its Irish forebears, as well as strength and functionality perfectly suited to self-defense in the modern era. Made of glass-fiber-reinforced nylon, these present-day shillelaghs are virtually indestructible. The shafts feature gnarled accents and each is capped by an elegant, impact-resistant simulated burywood knob.

**Night Watchman® Defense Adjustable Hook Walking Cane**

- Adjustable length
- Extends striking distance by over 3 feet!

**Night Watchman® Defense Slapper**
The Night Watchman Slapper is a lightweight, capable self-defense weapon in a compact size. It is constructed of one solid piece of thick TPR rubber that has been engineered to be flexible in the middle and dense at the end to deliver knock-out blows. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.

**Night Watchman® JagerMace**
The one-of-a-kind Night Watchman® JagerMace hits you out of nowhere like a ton of bricks because it’s so unique in design concept that you would have never seen it coming in a million years. A grippy, no-slip texture is molded into the entire body and an additional leather handle strap ensures you don’t lose your grip.
United® Cutlery’s popular Honshu® brand is continuing to add new products to its tactical line-up. Leading the Honshu® line-up is the full tactical bowies and swords which complement the highly sought after Honshu® battle-ready line. Each Honshu® product is top-quality and includes a custom sheath.

**Honshu® Broadsword**
The Honshu® Broadsword represents a modern spin on a proven, time-tested sword design, with sleek, rugged tactical engineering and perfect blade-to-hilt balancing.
- Solid stainless steel guard and pommel with TPR grip
- Fits securely in a black wooden scabbard that includes a leather belt hanger
- 32 3/8" 1060 high carbon steel blade
- Measures 43 1/2" overall
A. #UC2665 List $382.00

**Honshu® Crusader Quillon Dagger**
The Honshu® Crusader Quillon Dagger was designed specifically to accompany the Honshu® Broadsword as a parrying dagger.
- 11 7/8" 1060 carbon steel blade
- Includes premium leather sheath
- Textured and ridged, injection-molded TPR handle
- Measures 18 5/8" overall
B. #UC3430
List $142.00

**Honshu® Boshin® Grosse Messer Sword**
The Honshu® Boshin® Grosse Messer Sword is an exceptional addition to the Boshin® line of tactical weapons, which blends tradition and innovation and style and function.
- 31" 1060 high carbon steel blade
- Ergonomic no-slip textured TPR handle
- Includes premium leather sheath
- Measures 42 1/8" overall
C. #UC3444
List $465.00

**Honshu® War Sword**
21 1/4" 1005 high carbon steel satin blade
- Sleek stainless steel hand guard
- Ergonomic TPR injection handle
- Includes heavy duty sheath
- Measures 40" overall
E. #UC3123S
List $2,240.00

**Honshu® Single-Handed Broadsword**
- Ergonomic no-slip textured TPR handle
- Cast 2Cr13 stainless steel pommel
- Includes a black wooden scabbard
- 30 3/8" 1060 carbon steel blade
- Measures 40" overall
D. #UC3451
List $3,850.00
Honshu® Boshin Blades Perform Flawlessly
Living up to the proud legacy of Honshu® is the Boshin series. It epitomizes the high standard of the Honshu® name, and United Cutlery is proud to add a new Wakisashi to the line. It is sure to become a prized trophy in anyone’s collection:
• Heavy guard and oversized pommel with lanyard hole
• Oversized, textured TPR rubber handles
• Razor-sharp, full-tang steel blades
• 1060 high carbon steel
• Deep blood grooves
A. Honshu® Boshin Wakisashi
22 1/2" blade. 24" overall
#UC3125
List $18500

Honshu® Tanto Blades
Honshu® fighters offer a blade that is sure to perform and last for years to come. Attach a lanyard for on-the-go Honshu® razor sharp power.
• Razor-sharp blades
• Heavy-duty textured TPR handles
• Full-tang stainless steel blades
• 10 3/4" blade. 16 3/4" overall
B. Honshu® Fighter Tanto
#UC3176
List $18300
C. Honshu® D2 Fighter Tanto
#UC3776
List $8600

Honshu® Boshin Katana
30 3/8" blade. 40 3/4" overall
#UC3176
List $23600

E. Honshu® D2 Gladiator
#UC3431D2
List $33300

Honshu® D2 Fighter Tanto
#UC2629D2
List $18300

D. Honshu® Gladiator
#UC3431
List $14900

F. Honshu® Fighter Tanto
#UC3176
List $18300
G. Honshu® D2 Fighter Tanto
#UC2629D2
List $18300

G. New Honshu® Boshin Double Edge Sword
30 1/2" blade. 40 13/16" overall
#UC3245
List $13300

Honshu® Boshin
THE WARRIOR’S WAY

Living up to the proud legacy of Honshu® is the Boshin series. It epitomizes the high standard of the Honshu® name, and United Cutlery is proud to add a new Wakisashi to the line. It is sure to become a prized trophy in anyone’s collection.
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Honshu® Boshin
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**Honshu® Boshin® Kukri**
The kukri has long proven deadly on the battlefield – even earning the moniker “the king of all knives”. This is due in no small part to its distinctive inward-curving blade profile. The Boshin® retains this time-tested blade form, bolstering it with resilient, modern 7C13 stainless steel and rock-solid full-tang construction.
- Resilient inward-curving “gurkha” blade profile
- Textured, ergonomically contoured TPR handle
- Includes reinforced genuine leather belt sheath
- Full-tang 13 1/8” 7C13 stainless steel blade
- Overall length: 19 5/8”

**A. Honshu® Boshin® Kukri**
#UC3241 List $199.00

*Also Available:*
**Honshu® Boshin® 2E Kukri**
#UC3241D2 List $234.00

**Honshu® Boshin® Saber**
• Full-tang 21” 7C13 stainless steel blade
• Includes reinforced leather belt sheath
• Heavily textured, rugged TPR handle
• Overall length: 28”

**C. Honshu® Boshin® Saber**
#UC3114 List $179.00

**Honshu® Spartan Sword**
• 16 1/2” 7008 stainless steel blade
• Ergonomic TPR injection handle
• Includes leather belt sheath
• Heavy-duty stainless steel guard

**B. Honshu® Spartan Sword**
#UC3145 List $199.00

**Honshu® D2 Spartan Sword**
#UC3145D2 List $234.00

**Honshu® Covert Defense Push Daggers**
Ideal for covert personal protection, the Honshu® Covert Defense Push Daggers are that extra measure of peace of mind that you’ve been looking for!
- 7C13 stainless steel blade with grip凹凸
- Textured injection-molded TPR rubber handle
- Deeply furled blades with through-holes
- Leather sheath with quick release snap
- Black coated steel boot clip

**D. Large Push Dagger**
4” blade, 9 3/4” overall
#UC2320 List $159.00

**E. Small Push Dagger**
2 7/8” blade
4 5/8” overall
#UC2321 List $99.00

Items D & E include leather boot sheaths

**Honshu® Tactical Karambits**
- Injection-molded TPR handle with open-hole pommel for easy grip
- Includes a custom sheath – 4” blade, 8 3/4” overall
- Razor-sharp 7C13 stainless steel blade
- Discreet, effective defense weapon

**F. Honshu® Black Karambit**
with Shoulder Harness
#UC2791 List $199.00

**G. Honshu® Silver Karambit**
with Shoulder Harness
#UC2792 List $199.00

**H. Honshu® Silver Karambit**
with Boot Sheath
#UC2786 List $99.00

Items F & G include an adjustable shoulder harness with reinforced ABS sheath designed for law enforcement professionals

**I. Honshu® Black Karambit**
with Covert Sheath
#UC2791 List $199.00

**J. Honshu® Silver Karambit**
with Covert Sheath
#UC2792 List $199.00

**K. Honshu® Black Karambit**
with Covert Sheath
#UC2791 List $199.00

**L. Honshu® Silver Karambit**
with Covert Sheath
#UC2792 List $199.00

**M. Honshu® Covert Defense Push Daggers**
- Leather boot sheath makes it easy to access the blade quickly

Honshu®
THE WARRIORS WAY

**WICKED SHARP**
Honshu® Karito Battle Axe
- 6” wide, 7Cr13 stainless steel bearded axe head
- Impact-resistant, injection molded nylon handle
- Includes premium leather cover
- Measures 27” overall

Honshu® Karito Kama
- 9 3/10” 7Cr13 stainless steel, curved blade
- Impact-resistant, injection molded nylon handle
- Genuine leather belt sheath
- Measures 15 1/8” overall

Honshu® Karito Tomahawk Axe
- 9 3/10” 7Cr13 stainless steel tomahawk axe head
- Injection-molded nylon handle is EDM textured and finger-grooved
- Measures 15 1/4” overall

Honshu® Kunai Set
- One-piece, 7Cr13 stainless steel construction
- Black, waxed cotton cord wrapped handles
- Measures 7 1/8” edge with penetrating point

Honshu® Senjutsu Ball Bearing Opening Pocket Knife
- 3 1/2” D2 tool steel blade with a satin finish
- Features a stainless steel pocket clip
- Black G10 handle scales
- Measures 4 3/4” closed

Honshu® Senjutsu Butterfly Knife
- 4” razor-sharp, 7Cr17 stainless steel blade
- Features bead-blasted steel torx screws
- Black 6061 aluminum handles
- Stainless steel latch

Honshu® Senjutsu Pocket Knife
- 3 1/2” D2 tool steel blade with a satin finish
- Features a stainless steel pocket clip
- Black G10 handle scales
- Measures 4 3/4” closed

Honshu® Kunai Set
- #UC3453
- List $90

Honshu® Senjutsu Butterfly Knife
- #UC3526
- List $117

Honshu® Karito Battle Axe
- #UC3401
- List $24.50

Honshu® Karito Kama
- #UC3398
- List $107

Honshu® Karito Tomahawk Axe
- #UC3511
- List $128

Honshu® Senjutsu Pocket Knife
- #UC3515
- List $XX

Honshu® Senjutsu Butterfly Knife
- #UC3526
- List $117

Honshu® Kunai Set
- #UC3453
- List $90

Honshu® Senjutsu Pocket Knife
- #UC3515
- List $XX

Honshu® Senjutsu Butterfly Knife
- #UC3526
- List $117
BAD TO THE BONE

**Honshu® Sub-Hilt Wakizashi**

With expert innovation in taking a traditional design and giving it a modern update, Honshu® take the wakizashi to a new level with the addition of a sub-hilt.

- 20 3/8” 1060 high carbon steel blade
- Features a carbon steel handguard and sub-hilt
- Heavily textured TPR handle offers no-slip grip
- Includes a black wooded scabbard
- Measures 28 1/8” overall

**Honshu® Khopesh Sword**

A reimagining of the Egyptian sickle-shaped swords that have been found in the burial chambers of Pharaohs.

- 19 1/2” curved, 7Cr13 stainless steel sickle-style blade
- Impact-resistant, injection molded nylon handle
- Heavily EDM textured grip
- Premium leather blade sheath
- Measures 45 1/8” overall

**Honshu® Naginata**

Honshu® is known for its savage blend of tradition and innovation that forges a style and function in its moderne, battle-ready weapons that’s beyond compare.

- 18”, satin-finished 7Cr13 stainless steel blade
- Impact resistant; injection molded nylon handle
- Heavily EDM textured grip
- Premium leather blade sheath
- Measures 67” overall

A.  Honshu® Khopesh Sword  
#UC3492  
List $26,700

B.  Honshu® Sub-Hilt Wakizashi  
#UC3474  
List $16,900

C.  Honshu® Naginata  
#UC6502  
List $28,200

WWW.UNITEDCUTLERY.COM

WATCH THE VIDEO!
Always innovative and always at the forefront of the industry, Honshu® introduces its newest special edition line, the Midnight Forge Series. Taking the popular Boshin® line to a new level of modern and sleek design with tactical engineering and perfect blade-to-hilt balancing, each sword in this series is a masterpiece of covert tactical weaponry.

**Honshu® Midnight Forge Broadsword**
The special edition Midnight Forge series from Honshu takes its modern weapons line to a sleek, new level.

- **Rugged TPR hilt offers a no slip grip**
- **33 3/8” black 1060 high carbon steel blade with a black finish**
- **Measures 43 1/2” overall**
- **Black wooden scabbard includes a leather belt hanger**

**Honshu® Midnight Forge Tanto**
The Midnight Forge Tanto is a part of a Honshu special edition series that takes the popular sword to a new level of modern and sleek design with tactical engineering and perfect blade-to-hilt balancing.

- **10 3/4”, full tang black stainless steel blade**
- **Features an overmolded, TPR grip**
- **Black stainless steel handguard**
- **Measures 16 3/4” overall**
- **Includes black leather belt sheath**

**Honshu® Midnight Forge Karito Battle Axe**

- **6” wide, Blacken 7Cr13 stainless steel bearded axe head**
- **8 1/2” blade that has a black finish**
- **Premium leather cover features a heavy-duty belt loop**
- **Measures 27” overall**

**Honshu® Midnight Forge Gladiator**

- **18 1/4” black 7Cr13 stainless steel blade**
- **Injection-molded TPR handle**
- **Measures 25” overall**
- **Genuine black leather belt sheath**

**Honshu® Midnight Forge Broadsword**

- **UC3265B List $387.00**
- **UC2629B List $91.00**
- **UC3401B List $245.00**
- **UC3431B List $161.00**
Honshu® Historic Single-Hand Swords

A. Midnight Forged Single-Hand Sword

• 30 4/5”, 1065 high carbon steel blade
• Features a polished steel handguard
• Wooden handle wrapped in brown leather
• Premium brown leather scabbard
• Measures 40” overall
#UC3475 List $409

B. Honshu® Historic Single Hand Sword

• 30 4/5” 1065 high carbon steel blade with a black finish
• Includes a black leather sheath
• Black leather wrapped handle with steel pommel
• Measures 40” overall
#UC3465 List $402

Honshu® Historic Claymore Swords

C. Historic Claymore Sword

• 43 1/2” 1065 high carbon steel blade
• Genuine leather wrapped handle
• Steel handguard and pommel
• Brown leather scabbard
• Measures 67” overall
#UC3512 List $637

D. Historic Black Claymore Sword

• Measures 40” overall
• Includes a black leather sheath
• 43 1/2” black 1065 high carbon steel blade
• Black leather wrapped handle with steel pommel
#UC3524 List $557

Honshu® Halberd Spear

Taking its inspiration from the primary weapon of Swiss armies of the 14th and 15th centuries, the Honshu® Halberd Spear is ready for modern warfare.

• 19 3/5” x 13 3/5” 65Mn high carbon steel spear head
• Fits any standard 15/16” wooden handle shaft (not included)

E. Halberd Spear
#UC3503 List $107

Honshu® Sword Oil

Specifically formulated to safeguard your high carbon steel blades against corrosion, the Honshu® Sword Oil is a necessity to keep your Honshu® weapons in fighting shape.

#UC3538 List $19

HONSHU PRACTICE SWORDS

Perfect for sparring and training, each of our practice swords is expertly made with your safety in mind with a tough polypropylene construction that can take a beating without breaking. Each practice sword is also perfectly balanced and weighted to give you the feel of the real sword that you are in training to use.

F. Practice Spartan
33 1/8” overall
#UC3456
List $53

G. Practice Broadsword
3 1/2” overall
#UC3312
List $70

Also Available:

H. Practice Grosse Messer Sword
42 1/8” overall
#UC3502 List $186

I. Practice Katana
41” overall #UC3335
List $155

WWW.UNITEDCUTLERY.COM
Survival Hunting Spear
Modelled after the spears carried to this day by savage tribal warriors, the Colombian Survival Spear was designed to withstand the fiercest of demands.
- Nylon and fiberglass reinforced shaft
- 9" SK5 high carbon steel blade
- Heat-treated black oxide finish
- Colombian nylon blade sheath
- Overall length: 5'

A. Survival Hunting Spear
#UC3103 List: $125

Warrior Spearhead
- 6 1/2" premium SK5 high carbon steel blade
- Includes dual strap nylon belt sheath
- Fits standard 15/16" wooden handle
- Nonreflective black oxide coating
- Overall length: 10 3/4"

B. Warrior Spearhead
#UC3122 List: $54

Colossal Spearhead
This Colossal Spearhead is impressive just on its own but once you mount it on a wooden shaft, you’ve got one formidable weapon.
- Crafted of 65Mn high carbon steel that is 3.6mm thick
- Can be mounted with screws on a standard 1 1/8" shaft
- Measures 11" overall
- Colombian nylon blade sheath
- Overall length: 11"

C. Colossal Spearhead
#UC3433 List: $70

Raptor® Machete
Brave your backyard or the wild with our Colombian® Raptor® Machete!
- 11 3/4" 3Cr13 stainless steel blade
- Blade has sawback and gut hook
- Ergonomic brown ABS handle
- Handle features tempered hole
- Nylon belt sheath included
- Overall length: 18"+ Pole not included

D. Raptor® Machete
#UC3234 List: $420

Colombian® Survival offers beast-of-a-blade construction that not only looks great, but can take a beating. We research the weapons and tools that are used in the darkest, wildest, remotest parts of the world and bring them to you with modern enhancements. These blades can handle any job that is put before them. Each features durable handles for a firm grip in both wet and dry conditions. All Colombian Survival blades are spearhead to perform in even the toughest of conditions and let you make your own trail.

Includes tough nylon sheath

Razor sharp sawback serrations
Survival Axe
The Bushmaster Survival Axe makes a great addition to your camping and survival gear as it is a nice, compact size that will fit easily in your pack.
- Features a solid hardwood handle
- 5/8" axe head is crafted of 1095 high carbon steel
- Sharp 4 3/4" blade edge
- Measures 16" overall
- Includes a genuine leather sheath
A. Survival Axe #UC3438 List $131.00

Bushcraft Ulu
- 5 1/2" 1095 high carbon steel curved blade
- Features hardwood handle scales
- Measures 4 4/10" overall
- Includes a genuine leather belt sheath
B. Bushcraft Ulu #UC3439 List $74.00

Bushcraft Explorer Fixed Blade
- Full tang, 3 3/4" 1095 high carbon steel blade
- Richly veined zebra wood handle scales
- Includes a genuine leather belt sheath
- Measures 9 3/8" overall
G. Bushcraft Explorer Knife #UC3249 List $66.00

Bushcraft Kukri
- 15" full-tang 1095 high carbon steel, curved blade
- Includes a genuine leather belt sheath
- Natural hardwood handle scales
- Measures 19" overall
D. Bushcraft Kukri #UC3496 List $145.00

Butcher Bowie
The Butcher Bowie is more than capable of handling any cutting or chopping task that comes up.
- Measures 11 3/4" overall
- Includes a genuine leather belt sheath
- Features hardwood handle scales
C. Butcher Bowie #UC3444 List $101.00

Bushcraft Explorer
- Crafted of high carbon steel. Tools include a detail blade, straight gouge, hook blade, V-scop, gouge scoop blade and chisel blade
- Crafted in elegant hardwood
H. Classic Whittler's Knife #UC3385 List $40.00

Tracker Knife
- 3 7/8" 1095 high carbon steel blade
- Aggressive sawback and thumb jimping
- Comfortably curved wooden handle scales
- Premium leather belt sheath
- Measures 11 3/4" overall
E. Tracker Knife #UC3495 List $151.00

Bantam Bushcrafter Knife
- 2 1/4" 1095 high carbon steel blade, Richly veined zebra wood handle scales
- Premium leather belt sheath, Measures 7" overall
F. Bantam Bushcrafter Knife #UC3483 List $57.00

Classic Whittler's Pocket Knife
- Crafted of high carbon steel. Tools include a detail blade, straight gouge, hook blade, V-scop, gouge scoop blade, and chisel blade
- Crafted in elegant hardwood
H. Classic Whittler's Knife #UC3385 List $40.00

The Bushmaster Survival Axe makes a great addition to your camping and survival gear as it is a nice, compact size that will fit easily in your pack. It features a solid hardwood handle, a 5/8" axe head crafted of 1095 high carbon steel, a sharp 4 3/4" blade edge, measures 16" overall and includes a genuine leather sheath.

The Bushcraft Ulu is designed with a 5 1/2" 1095 high carbon steel curved blade, hardwood handle scales, measures 4 4/10" overall and includes a genuine leather belt sheath.

The Bushcraft Explorer Fixed Blade is equipped with a full tang, 3 3/4" 1095 high carbon steel blade, richly veined zebra wood handle scales, a genuine leather belt sheath, measures 9 3/8" overall and is perfect for campers and outdoorsmen.

The Bushcraft Kukri boasts a 15" full-tang 1095 high carbon steel, curved blade, includes a genuine leather belt sheath, natural hardwood handle scales, and measures 19" overall.

The Butcher Bowie is capable of handling any cutting or chopping task with its 5 1/2" 1095 high carbon steel curved blade, hardwood handle scales, measures 11 3/4" overall and includes a genuine leather belt sheath.

The Tracker Knife is designed with a 3 7/8" 1095 high carbon steel blade, aggressive sawback and thumb jimping, comfortably curved wooden handle scales, premium leather belt sheath and measures 11 3/4" overall.

The Bantam Bushcrafter Knife comes with a 2 1/4" 1095 high carbon steel blade, richly veined zebra wood handle scales, premium leather belt sheath and measures 7" overall.

The Classic Whittler's Pocket Knife is crafted of high carbon steel tools include a detail blade, straight gouge, hook blade, V-scop, gouge scoop blade, and chisel blade, crafted in elegant hardwood and measures 4 3/4" overall.
Unlike cheap imitations, these blades from Black Ronin® are built to the highest quality standards at unbeatable prices. This exclusive line of blades is guaranteed to deliver maximum cutting and throwing potential time and time again. Take your collection to the next level with Black Ronin®, only from United® Cutlery.

**A. Black Ronin® Black Combat Wakizashi**
- 17" blade, 27" overall
- #UC3491
- List $6500

**B. Black Ronin® Tan Combat Wakizashi**
- 17" blade, 27" overall
- #UC3272
- List $6500

**C. Black Ronin® Black Tak-Kana Sword**
- #UC3477
- List $9000

**D. Black Ronin® Fantasy Throwing Axe**
- #UC2958
- List $2900

*The Black Ronin Combat Wakizashi Swords from United Cutlery have a modern, sleek, tactical look and feel. The rogue samurai warriors of the same name would have definitely added these exceptional wakizashi to their battle gear.*

- 17" stonewashed 420 stainless steel blade • Overall length: 27"
- Injection molded sheath with shoulder strap harness
- Sheath wrapped in over 12' of emergency para-cord
- Sleek, tactical look inspired by rogue samurai

*Take your throwing skills to the next level with this Black Ronin® Fantasy Gothic Throwing Axe!*

- One solid piece of AUS-6 stainless steel
- Features: six razor-sharp points
- Includes nylon sheath
- Measures: 7"
**The Sword of Bard the Bowman™**

Bard the Bowman™ was the heir of Girion™, the last Lord of Dale, and one of the most proficient archers of men. He wielded Girion’s ancient sword and was keeper of the last Black Arrow of Dale, which he used to stay the great dragon Smaug™ during the attack on Lake-town. He then fought alongside the Elves and Dwarves against the armies of Azog™ in the Battle of the Five Armies. He rallied his forces to lead the main defense against the orcs and trolls in the ruins of ancient Dale, bravely wielding his sword in victory over the enemy. The Sword of Bard the Bowman™ features a hilt bearing design motifs of ancient Dale, with a pommel in the shape of two bird heads and a leather wrapped grip embossed with an overlapping scaled feather pattern. The blade is adorned with engraved grooves and a rune etching.

- Stainless steel blade with engraved grooves
- Includes certificate of authenticity
- Bronze finished metal hilt parts with embossed leather grip
- Wooden display

**The Fighting Knives of Tauriel™**

As Captain of the Woodland Guard, Tauriel carries signature twin daggers with blades forged of a bronzed alloy and a Silvan steel edge of superior strength. The hilts are crafted from greenwood with bronzed steel fittings. This replica is crafted of stainless steel with cast metal and polycarbonate handles, precisely detailed and colored to exactly match the movie prop. It is presented with a wooden wall mount featuring a graphic motif and includes a certificate of authenticity.

- Stainless steel blades with cast metal and polycarbonate handles
- 13 7/16" blade length • 20 1/2" overall length
- Wall mount display with graphic motif
- Certificate of Authenticity

United® Cutlery has meticulously crafted officially licensed prop replicas of a variety of weapons from The Hobbit Trilogy. New to this series are detailed reproduction props from The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies™, the third film in The Hobbit Trilogy. Each collectible is precisely replicated from the actual film props created by world-renowned physical effects house Weta Workshop, bringing these weapons of Middle-earth into the real world, closer attention to detail was a top priority, and no effort was spared to make these replicas as accurate and visually stunning as possible. Each meticulously crafted collectible includes a display plaque and a certificate of authenticity.
**Morgul Dagger-Blade Of Nazgul™**
The Morgul-blade is 25 1/8" (63.3cm) overall, featuring a stainless steel blade, solid metal hilt parts, and a leather wrapped grip, all authentically "aged" and "battle worn" with a distressed, acid-etched finish to duplicate the original movie prop as closely as possible.
- **Blade Length:** 17 1/2"; **Overall Length:** 25 1/8"
- **A graphic motif of the Witch-king crown
- Includes a certificate of authenticity
- Handle: Leather wrapped grip
- Blade: Stainless steel
- Solid metal hilt parts
- Wooden wall display

**The Hobbit Sword Of Fili**
- **Certificate of authenticity**
- **Blade thickness:** 3/8"; **Overall length:** 25 1/2";
- **Stainless steel blade**
- **Wooden wall display**
- **Hilt of solid metal and hard acrylic**

**Staff of Gandalf the Grey**
The staff of Gandalf the Grey is a symbol of his status as an 'Istari', or Wizard. It was once owned by Radagast the Brown, crafted from an upturned, twisted sapling once crowned with twig and root-like protrusions, but now all broken and worn down. As well as being Gandalf's trusted walking stick and a fighting weapon when in need, it holds a deep magical power. Radagast’s rune mark is carved into the side and the crown features a grooved shape that once held Radagast’s blue crystal, now serving as a place for Gandalf to store his pipe. Pushed into the side of the staff is a nail spike which Gandalf uses as a tobacco tamper, and once used to scratch a rune into the door of Bilbo Baggins home in Hobbiton.
- **Removable pipe and spike replicas**
- **Individually serial numbered**
- **Polyresin construction**
- **Measures 69" overall**

**Rivendell Elf Helm**
A flowing, elegant design with a high-bladed crest adorned with Elven vines. Embossed into the nose guard is an Elven sigil representing the House of Elrond™.
- **Crafted of reinforced polystyrene, with precisely molded details and coloring, including weathering and aging effects.**
- **Includes a certificate of authenticity**
- **Polystone and wood display**

**List Prices**
- **Morgul Dagger-Blade Of Nazgul™**
  - #UC2990
  - **List $247 00**
- **Sword of Fili**
  - #UC2953
  - **List $292 00**
- **Staff Of Gandalf™ the Grey**
  - #UC3108
  - **List $365 00**
- **Rivendell Elf Helm**
  - #UC3075
  - **List $592 00**
Illuminated Staff of the Wizard Gandalf™

This special edition of the Staff of the Wizard Gandalf™ the Grey features an illuminated crown that glows just like the one wielded by Sir Ian McKellen in the motion picture The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug™. Cradled by the crown’s spindly, twisting faux-wood skeleton, a high intensity LED glows brilliantly from behind a striking translucent lattice. Broken by the asymmetrical framework of the lattice, the vivid white light scatters into streaming multidirectional rays—glinting and sparkling as the staff is turned. The light reciprocates by bathed the crystalline lattice in a warm golden glow. Activated by a hidden button, the 100-lumen LED beams a 50,000-hour lifespan and shines for an impressive 20 hours on just a pair of AA batteries (not included).

- Intricately detailed stainless steel blade
- Solid metal hilt featuring Gandalf’s signature “G” rune
- Cast from hard polyresin and meticulously hand painted
- Crafted using the actual film prop molds
- Certificate of authenticity

A. Illuminated Staff of Gandalf™ the Grey
23” overall
#UC3107
List $41200

B. Glamdring™, The Sword of Gandalf™ the Grey
Glamdring™ represents Elven swordcraft at its height—a weapon truly befitting an Elvenking. Long lost in a troll hoard, the Wizard Gandalf™ recovered this ancient sword and claimed it as his own. He wielded Glamdring™ throughout the Quest of Erebor, using it against the Orcs of the Misty Mountains. It remained his primary weapon until the end of his days in Middle-earth. The name Glamdring™ means “be-hammer” in the age-old Elvish tongue and engraved into the cross guard are ancient Elvish runes that translate to “Turgon, King of Gondolin, wields, has, and holds the sword Glamdring, Fire of Morgoth’s realm, Hammer of this force.”

- Deeply fullered AUS-6 stainless steel blade
- Solid metal hilt with blue jewel inlays
- Genuine leather-wrapped grip
- Certificate of authenticity
- Wooden plaque mount

B. Glamdring™, The Sword of Gandalf™ the Grey
35 1/4” blade
48” overall
#UC2942
List $39200

C. Sting™, Sword of Bilbo Baggins™
Sting™ is an ancient Elven blade discovered by Gandalf™ and given to the Hobbit Bilbo Baggins™ on his epic quest with the company of Dwarves. Bilbo wielded this enchanted blade throughout his harrowing journey. This is the original version of Sting™, before the Elvish runes and blade inscription were added.

- Blade etched with flowing lines
- Certificate of authenticity
- Wooden plaque mount
- Solid metal hilt

C. Sting™, Sword of Bilbo Baggins™
15 3/8” blade
22 1/4” overall
#UC2892
List $249.99

D. Orcrist™, Sword of Thorin Oakenshield™
A legendary Elven blade from the First Age of Middle-earth, Orcrist™ is the sword of the Dwarf warrior Thorin Oakenshield™. The sharpened edge is gracefully curved and the spine is arrow-straight—a fitting design for a blade meant to cleave Orcs and Goblins. The handle is a menacing dragon tooth, capped by a pommel bearing a jewel-studded emblem of an ancient Elven house. Adorning the blade and guard are Elvish inscriptions that translate to “The Serpent’s Tooth” and “Orcrist™,” which means “Goblin-cleaver” in the ancient Elvish tongue.

- Intricately detailed stainless steel blade
- Solid metal hilt with simulated gemstones
- Resin handle cast using original prop mold

D. Orcrist™, Sword of Thorin Oakenshield™
25 7/8” blade
38 3/4” overall
#UC2928
List $377.00

E. Sting™ Sword Scabbard
- Solid metal fittings with leather belt strap
- Fits all officially licensed versions of the Sting™ sword produced by United Cutlery
- Genuine leather wrappings

E. Sting™ Sword Scabbard
18 3/4” overall
#UC2933
List $145.00
**Sword of Thranduil™**
The sword of the Elvenking was one of two twin swords crafted for Thranduil™ by the finest smiths of the Woodland Realm. Forged from a single piece of Elven steel, the blade and flowing hilt are painstakingly engraved with vine and leaf symbols representing the forests of the Greenwood. This replica features a stainless steel blade and cast metal hilt with authentic details to precisely match the movie prop. It is presented with a wooden wall display featuring Thranduil’s signature graphic motif.
- Presented with wooden wall mount display
- Authentically detailed metal hilt and parts
- Highly detailed stainless steel blade
- Includes certificate of authenticity

**A. Sword of Thranduil™**
- 30 3/4" blade
- 41 7/8" overall
- #UC3042
- List $412

**B. Mirkwood Infantry Sword**
- 47 3/8" overall
- #UC3100
- List $398

_The sword of the Elvenking was one of two twin swords crafted for Thranduil™ by the finest smiths of the Woodland Realm. Forged from a single piece of Elven steel, the blade and flowing hilt are painstakingly engraved with vine and leaf symbols representing the forests of the Greenwood. This replica features a stainless steel blade and cast metal hilt with authentic details to precisely match the movie prop. It is presented with a wooden wall display featuring Thranduil’s signature graphic motif._

_The Mirkwood Infantry are soldiers of Woodland Guard, Silvan Elves sworn to protect and watch over the great forest of Mirkwood, Thranduil’s kingdom. They are lethal fighters and experts in the use of various weapons, including the bow and sword._
- Ornately decorated with Elven designs
- Bronze-finished metal hilt parts
- Wooden wall mount display
- Stainless steel blade with cast metal ornament
- Certificate of authenticity

_The sword of the Elvenking was one of two twin swords crafted for Thranduil™ by the finest smiths of the Woodland Realm. Forged from a single piece of Elven steel, the blade and flowing hilt are painstakingly engraved with vine and leaf symbols representing the forests of the Greenwood. This replica features a stainless steel blade and cast metal hilt with authentic details to precisely match the movie prop. It is presented with a wooden wall display featuring Thranduil’s signature graphic motif._

_The Mirkwood Infantry are soldiers of Woodland Guard, Silvan Elves sworn to protect and watch over the great forest of Mirkwood, Thranduil’s kingdom. They are lethal fighters and experts in the use of various weapons, including the bow and sword._
- Ornately decorated with Elven designs
- Bronze-finished metal hilt parts
- Wooden wall mount display
- Stainless steel blade with cast metal ornament
- Certificate of authenticity

_The sword of the Elvenking was one of two twin swords crafted for Thranduil™ by the finest smiths of the Woodland Realm. Forged from a single piece of Elven steel, the blade and flowing hilt are painstakingly engraved with vine and leaf symbols representing the forests of the Greenwood. This replica features a stainless steel blade and cast metal hilt with authentic details to precisely match the movie prop. It is presented with a wooden wall display featuring Thranduil’s signature graphic motif._

_The Mirkwood Infantry are soldiers of Woodland Guard, Silvan Elves sworn to protect and watch over the great forest of Mirkwood, Thranduil’s kingdom. They are lethal fighters and experts in the use of various weapons, including the bow and sword._
- Ornately decorated with Elven designs
- Bronze-finished metal hilt parts
- Wooden wall mount display
- Stainless steel blade with cast metal ornament
- Certificate of authenticity

_The sword of the Elvenking was one of two twin swords crafted for Thranduil™ by the finest smiths of the Woodland Realm. Forged from a single piece of Elven steel, the blade and flowing hilt are painstakingly engraved with vine and leaf symbols representing the forests of the Greenwood. This replica features a stainless steel blade and cast metal hilt with authentic details to precisely match the movie prop. It is presented with a wooden wall display featuring Thranduil’s signature graphic motif._

_The Mirkwood Infantry are soldiers of Woodland Guard, Silvan Elves sworn to protect and watch over the great forest of Mirkwood, Thranduil’s kingdom. They are lethal fighters and experts in the use of various weapons, including the bow and sword._
- Ornately decorated with Elven designs
- Bronze-finished metal hilt parts
- Wooden wall mount display
- Stainless steel blade with cast metal ornament
- Certificate of authenticity
**Hadhafang™, Sword of Arwen™ Evanstar™**

We are pleased to offer another officially licensed reproduction sword from the epic trilogy *The Lord of the Rings*. This is Hadhafang, the sword of Arwen Evenstar, the daughter of Elrond and betrothed of Aragorn. This licensed recreation measures 38 1/8" overall and offers a 30" 420 stainless steel blade with sharp edge and laser etched runes. The solid wooden grip is accented with metal pommel and unique vine design. Includes wooden display stand and certificate of authenticity.

**B. High Elven Warrior Sword**

This officially licensed and superb quality reproduction item is an exact replica of the High Elven warrior sword that appears in the opening battle sequence of *The Lord of the Rings™* movie trilogy. Measuring 49 3/4” overall, this elegant and deadly sword features a 24" tempered, 420 stainless steel, dark edged blade. The precision cast metal handle offers a simulated leather grip accented with brass plated Elven vine designs. This item includes a 23 1/2" x 9" x 3/4" wooden display plaque with silkscreen design and a certificate of authenticity.

**High Elven Warrior Sword**

C. Sword of Strider™

This officially licensed reproduction sword is a perfect replica of the sword of Strider™. Strider™ was one of the mysterious Rangers of the North, feared and distrusted by the folk of Eriador because of the Rangers grim appearance and nomadic lives. However, the Rangers protected these same people from the forces of evil. Strider™ was in fact Aragorn™, the heir to the crown of Gondor. This sword is the plain battle sword he used while on his missions against the agents of Sauron™. This item measures 47” overall and features a 36” blade of 420 stainless steel. This sword also offers a solid metal cross guard and pommel with antique metal finish and genuine leather wrapped grip. This item includes a wood wall plaque for prominent display.
Helm of Éomer
Éomer was a captain of the king’s cavalry, Marshal of the Mark, and one of Rohan’s mightiest warriors. His steel helm featured a brass horse head nose guard extending across the crest and engraved horse and sun motifs. He was recognized by his kinsmen on the battlefield by the long flowing horse tail that crested his great helm. This authentically detailed replica is a reproduction of the actual filming prop built by Weta Workshop and used in “The Lord of The Rings” films presented by New Line Cinema.
• Includes a polyresin and wood display stand
• Constructed of reinforced polyresin with the look of real polished steel and brass
• Genuine leather neck guard and lining
• Limited Edition: Only 1,500 pieces available worldwide

B. Spear Of Éomer™
Éomer bravely fought alongside King Theoden™ against the forces of Mordor at the battle of Helm’s Deep and on the Pelennor Fields to protect the white city of Minas Tirith and the hope of all Middle-earth. When the Haradrim army attacked from atop their great beasts of war, the Mûmakil, Éomer led a charge against them. He took two of the beasts down with one throw of his mighty spear. This authentically detailed replica is a reproduction of the actual filming prop used in “The Lord Of The Rings” films presented by New Line Cinema.
• Includes a polyresin wall display
• Crafted of wood and reinforced polyresin solid cast steel
• 84” in overall length

C. Guthwine The Sword Of Éomer™
Éomer skillfully wielded his royal sword, Guthwine to slay many Orcs and Uruks of Isengard that dared trespass into Rohan.
• Genuine leather-wrapped grip
• Detailed metal hilt parts, with brass finishing
• 27” stainless steel blade
• Includes display plaque
• 34” overall
A. Bearded Axe of Gimli™
#UC2628
List $331.00

The great bearded axe of the dwarf Gimli. An authentically detailed replica of the prop axe seen in The Lord of the Rings films. This massive axe is 34 5/8” overall and features an 8 1/2” axe head.
- Solid metal hilt parts with authentic detailing
- Leather wrapped wood handle handle shaft
- Includes a certificate of authenticity
- Forged tool steel axe head
- Wood wall display

B. Horn Of Gondor
#UC3455
List $320.00

The Horn of Gondor was said to be heard at any place in the kingdom of Gondor when it was blown. This authentically detailed replica is a reproduction of the actual filming prop built by Weta Workshop and used in The Lord Of The Rings films presented by New Line Cinema.
- Finely cast polyresin with precisely-molded details
- 19” overall; 62” genuine leather shoulder strap
- Includes a Certificate of Authenticity
- Includes a polystone wall display

C. The Sword Of The Witchking™
#UC1266
List $427.00

The sword wielded by the Witchking™, leader of the nine Ringwraiths, the infamous shadow servants of Sauron™. 39” tempered stainless steel blade
- Genuine leather wrapped handle
- Includes a certificate of authenticity
- Matching wooden wall plaque
- 54 1/2” overall

D. The Sword Of The Ringwraith™
#UC1278
List $427.00

The sword of the Ringwraiths, the nine shadow servants of Sauron™, forged in the dark land of Mordor.
- 39 3/4” blade length; 53” overall
- Includes a wood wall display plaque
- Tempered stainless steel false-edged blade
- Metal handle parts are leather-wrapped grips

E. Mace Of Sauron™ With War Banner
#UC3520
List $561.00

A 1/2 scale replica of the blackened steel war helm of the Dark Lord Sauron™, as seen in the motion picture, THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING™. This 1/2 scale polyresin replica is 15 1/2” tall. It features weathered intaglio-etched surface sculpting and blackened steel coloring that precisely match the original movie prop. It is presented with a polystone display stand sculpted in the same styling as the mace and armor of Sauron™ and includes a certificate of authenticity.
- Crafted of reinforced fiberglass-resin with an aged iron finish
- Includes a 53” cloth war banner with the Red Eye of Sauron™
- Oversized One Ring worn by Sauron™, crafted in gold-plated solid metal, is included
- Includes a polystone wall mount
- Measures 46 3/8” overall

F. Helm Scale Replica
#UC3521 List $427.00

A 1/2 scale replica of the blackened steel war helm of the Dark Lord Sauron™, as seen in the motion picture, THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING™. This 1/2 scale polyresin replica is 15 1/2” tall. It features weathered intaglio-etched surface sculpting and blackened steel coloring that precisely match the original movie prop. It is presented with a polystone display stand sculpted in the same styling as the mace and armor of Sauron™ and includes a certificate of authenticity.
- Crafted of reinforced fiberglass-resin with an aged iron finish
- Includes a 53” cloth war banner with the Red Eye of Sauron™
- Oversized One Ring worn by Sauron™, crafted in gold-plated solid metal, is included
- Includes a polystone wall mount
- Measures 46 3/8” overall
The Sword of Isildur™
The sword of Isildur™, who cut the One Ring from Sauron’s hand. Forged in Gondor in the same style as his father’s sword, Narsil.
- 36 1/4" 420 stainless steel blade
- 47 1/4” in overall length
- Includes wall display

Anduril™, Sword of Aragorn™
Anduril™ was forged from the shards of the sword Narsil™, and then carried by Aragorn™, the heir to the throne of Gondor. Aragorn™ wielded Anduril™ against the forces of Sauron™ and assumed the name of Elessar™ once the final victory was won. As regal and bold as Elessar™ himself, this breathtaking replica is wholly faithful to the original movie prop, from the gleaming 24K gold-plated pommel and crossguard accents to the delicate runic blade inscription. The flawlessly etched runes exude an air of alluring mysticism and translate to, “I am Anduril™, who was Narsil™, the sword of Elendil™. Let the thralls of Mordor™ flee me.”
- Solid metal crossguard and pommel
- 24K gold-plated fittings and accents
- Solid AUS-6 stainless steel blade

Glamdring™ The Sword of Gandalf™
• Solid metal crossguard and pommel
• Includes a wooden wall display
• 35 1/4” overall length

Iluminated Moria Staff Of Gandalf™
• Polyurein with hand-painted details
• Removable LED light in the crown
• Individually serial numbered certificate of authenticity
• Includes display plaque featuring the Gandalf Rune
• 66” overall

NEW!
D. Moria Staff Of Gandalf™
Includes wall display

E. Glamdring™ Scabbard
Crafted with a wood core and metal fittings
AUC3328 List $195.00

© 2014 New Line Productions, Inc. All rights reserved. The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers, New Line Cinema, and the New Line Cinema logos are trademarks of New Line Productions, Inc. The Saul Zaentz Company d/b/a Middle-earth Enterprises. The lot of the Ring, Isildur's Sword, the Crown of Moria, and other ancillary properties are trademarks of The Saul Zaentz Company d/b/a Middle-earth Enterprises under license to New Line Productions, Inc.
Sting™ was carried by Frodo Baggins™ on his quest through Middle-earth in The Lord of the Rings™ trilogy. Forged by elven smiths in the First Age, the blade glows blue when orcs or Saruman's fearsome Uruk-hai are near. This proved invaluable countless times throughout Baggins' epic quest to cast the One Ring into the fires of Mt. Doom. This replica mirrors the prop used in The Lord of the Rings™ trilogy down to the last detail, including the flowing Sindarin inscription on the blade and guard. The ancient text translates to "Sting™ is my name; I am the spider's bane," referring to the spider Shelob – slain by Frodo™ in the dark pass of Cirith Ungol.

- Matching wooden plaque mount display included
- Includes certificate of authenticity
- 15" stainless steel blade

Sting™ Sword of Frodo Baggins™

Herugrim™, Sword of King Theoden™

- Officially licensed from "The Lord of the Rings™
- Antique brass-plated metal guard, pommel
- Rustic, genuine leather hilt for no-slip grip
- Includes handsome wooden display plaque

Sword of Théodred

- Each sword is individually serial numbered
- 30 3/8" stainless steel blade
- Brass finished solid metal hilt parts
- Certificate of authenticity included
- 36 1/2" overall length
- Wood wall display

C. The Sword of Théodred™

UC3519

List $4740

E. Sword of Boromir™

UC1400

List $4160

B. The Sword of Éowyn™

UC4423

List $1416

NEW!

Sting™ was carried by Frodo Baggins™ on his quest through Middle-earth in The Lord of the Rings™ trilogy. Forged by viene smiths in the First Age, the blade glows blue when orcs or Saruman's fearsome Uruk-hai are near. This proved invaluable countless times throughout Baggin's epic quest to cast the One Ring into the fires of Mt. Doom. This replica mirrors the prop used in The Lord of the Rings™ trilogy down to the last detail, including the flowing Sindarin inscription on the blade and guard. The ancient text translates to "Sting™ is my name; I am the spider's bane," referring to the spider Shelob – slain by Frodo™ in the dark pass of Cirith Ungol.

- Matching wooden plaque mount display included
- Includes certificate of authenticity
- 15" stainless steel blade

F. Sting™ Sword of Frodo Baggins™

UC1264

List $2490

List $2490

Wild

Also available

Sword of Boromir™

Boromir's sword was single-handed, big, broad and powerful - a fit companion to its owner. To use it required someone with great strength, which this skilled warrior abundantly possessed. The blade's flattened diamond shape and equally wide fuller reduced weight, yet retained strength in the end of the blade by stopping just short of the tip. The guard, similar to that of his father's sword, showed a warrior's flourish in that it was formed from a square-edged piece of steel that had been twisted before being curved into a crescent. The hilt was broad like the blade, and the pommel was an elegant and simple piece of steel that added weight to balance the blade. The 30 3/16" blade is constructed of polished 420 stainless steel (false-edged). Includes a certificate of authenticity and a wood display plaque. 39" overall, 30 3/16" blade.

NEW!
Helm of King Elendil™
The helm of Elendil™, king of Gondor and wielder of Narsil. Solidly crafted of forged steel and brass.
- Limited edition of 5000 individually serialized pieces worldwide
- Features a leather-lined interior
- Weathered and distressed finish
- Includes a wooden display

A. Helm of King Elendil™
#UC1383
List $623

B. Narsil™ The Sword Of Elendil
This Narsil™ sword is the famous sword of King Elendil™ from the Lord of the Rings™ trilogy.
- Genuine leather wrapped handle
- 24K gold plated fittings on hilt
- 40 5/8" stainless steel blade
- Includes a parchment certificate of authenticity
- Overall length 52 7/8"

C. Gondorian Infantry Helm
The helm of the Gondorian Infantry, proud defenders of Gondor and the city of Minas Tirith. Solidly crafted of forged steel.
- Limited edition of 2000 individually serialized pieces worldwide
- Features a leather-lined interior
- Weathered and distressed finish
- Includes a wooden display

D. Helm of Isildur™
The helm of Isildur, the son of Elendil who cut the One Ring from Sauron’s hand. Solidly crafted of forged steel and brass.
- Limited edition of 2000 individually serialized pieces worldwide
- Features a leather-lined interior
- Weathered and distressed finish
- Includes a wooden display
Kit Rae is one of the foremost fantasy and collectible weapon designers in the industry, with a worldwide following of his unique weapon designs and fantasy art. Images from a hidden world of dreams and nightmares inspire his line of edged creations, exclusively manufactured by United® Cutlery. Since 1984, Kit’s fantasy knives and swords have appeared in numerous films and television shows, and have spawned a worldwide, collectible market for fantasy weapons that has generated numerous imitators. His most well-known creation is the world-renowned, best-selling Swords of the Ancients™ collection. All of Kit’s edged fantasy weapons include a companion print of his fantastic artwork and a mythology about each weapon.

Kit Rae® Allaxdrow Spear
Allaxdrow is the mate of the Ellexdrow spear (KR0050). It was forged by Toukol for Estea, one of the first Mithrodin Warriors, keepers of the Swords of the Ancients (from the Swords of the Ancients mythology). Allaxdrow features three 420 stainless steel blades, a blackened steel shaft with leather wrapped grips, and finely detailed solid metal fittings. Each spear is serial numbered and marked with a laser engraved Kit Rae emblem. The fantasy spear is 69 1/2” in overall length and ships unassembled in two sections. 16 3/4” master blade. 69 1/2” overall.
• 16 3/4” stainless steel master blade
• Features solid metal fittings
• Genuine leather wrapped handle shaft
• Includes a certificate of authenticity

Kit Rae® Vorthelok: Dark Edition Fantasy Sword
A special dark iron edition of the Kit Rae masterpiece Vorthelok, the Sword of Atnal from the Swords of the Ancients collection.
• Brown waxed cotton cord-wrapped grip
• 28” stainless steel blade with etched runes and special “dark iron” finish
• Measures a massive 45” overall
• Includes a custom Kit Rae art print and certificate of authenticity
• Features finely detailed cast metal hilt parts

Kit Rae® Mithrodin: Dark Edition Fantasy Sword
The highly popular Swords of the Ancients collection, created in 1997, has become legendary the world over among collectible sword enthusiasts who want only the finest designs and highest quality. This Kit Rae Mithrodin: Dark Edition Fantasy Sword is a special edition of the popular Mithrodin Sword from the Swords of the Ancients collection.
• 33 3/4” 420 stainless steel blade with etched runes and special “dark iron” finish
• Includes a custom Kit Rae art print and certificate of authenticity
• Features an armor piercing pommel
• Measures 42 3/4” overall
• Genuine dark brown leather wrapped handle

A. Allaxdrow Spear
#KR0073 List $185.00

B. Vorthelok Sword
Dark Edition
#KR0046DK List $329.00

C. Mithrodin: Dark Edition Fantasy Sword
#KR0076 List $275.00
Kit Rae® Sedethul Sword
Sedethul was one of the three swords of Avonthia. The Avonthians were three brothers, sons of a king in ancient times, who were charged with imprisoning the deathless spirit of the Dark One in the depths of the earth.

A. Kit Rae® Sedethul Sword
33" blade, 45 1/4" overall
#KR0051
List $26200

B. Kit Rae® Universal Sword Plaque
A unique way to showcase your favorite swords. Solid wood with screen print.
14 3/4" x 9 1/4" overall
#KR0062
List $4900

C. Kit Rae® Black Legion War Axe Special Edition
19 1/2" blade, 36" overall
#KR0037S
List $27700

D. Kit Rae® Mithrodin® Sword
The battle sword of the elite Mithrodin warriors in ancient times features a curved, false-edged blade of 3Cr13 stainless steel with engraved runes, highly detailed solid metal hilt parts and a genuine leather wrapped grip. Includes a certificate of authenticity and custom art print.

23 3/4" blade, 42 3/4" overall
#KR0025
List $24300

E. Kit Rae® Sedethul Sword
33" blade, 45 1/4" overall
#KR0051
List $26200

F. Kit Rae® Vorthelok Forged Sword Cane
Wooden shaft with cast metal fittings
Hidden button releases blade
Waxed cord-wrapped handle
28" 1045 carbon steel blade
Overall length: 38 3/4"
#KR0071
List $26700

Kit Rae® Black Legion Battle Axe
The primary weapon of the Barumen Axe Men, monstrous soldiers of Vardor, Lord of the Shadows. Deep etched 3Cr13 stainless blades (false edged), solid metal handle parts, leather wrapped grip.

15" blade
35" overall
#KR0022B
List $27200

Kit Rae® Vorthelok Forged Sword Cane
#KR0071
List $26700

Kit Rae® Sedethul Sword
The Avonthians were three brothers, sons of a king in ancient times, who were charged with imprisoning the deathless spirit of the Dark One in the depths of the earth.

Item A includes Kit Rae® custom art print "Athollos Wields Sedethul"

Item E includes Kit Rae® custom art print "The Barumen"

Kit Rae® Black Legion Battle Axe
The primary weapon of the Barumen Axe Men, monstrous soldiers of Vardor, Lord of the Shadows. Deep etched 3Cr13 stainless blades (false edged), solid metal handle parts, leather wrapped grip. Includes a certificate of authenticity and custom art print.

Item D includes Kit Rae® custom art print "Battling the Horde"

Item B includes Kit Rae® custom art print "Agnemmel’s Nemesis"

ALL ART AND DESIGN COPYRIGHT KIT RAE®.
Kit Rae Avoloch Sword Dark Edition
The newest in the Swords of the Ancients collection! Avoloch is the sword of Enethia, and its name translated to "soldier of steel". It was forged by the dark elf Tethietol, in the Swords of the Ancients mythology. The side blade is engraved with "Avoloch will yield to none but truth", in Anglecal runes.
• Maroon leather wrapped handle grip and blade grip
• Feature a dark steel finish and engraved runes
• Includes certificate of authenticity and custom art print
• 24 1/2” stainless steel blade
• 43 3/4” in overall length
A. Kit Rae® Avoloch™ Sword Dark Edition
#KR0038DK
List $329.00

Kit Rae® Axios Sword Canes
These forged sword canes from Kit Rae® abound with scrupulous details throughout their exceptional design. The razor-sharp blades feature intricate scrollwork etchings. The blades lock securely into the cane shaft with a hidden locking mechanism, and are unlocked with a push of the hidden button.
• Choice of 1045 carbon or Damascus steel
• Folded Damascus editions are individually serial numbered on the blades
• Wooden shaft with cast metal fittings
• Imitation leather wrapped handles
• Cast metal handle and fittings
• 22 7/8” blade; 37 1/2” overall
C. Axios 1045 Carbon Sword Cane
#KR0056 List $243.00
D. Axios Folded Damascus Sword Cane
#KR0056D List $317.00

Kit Rae® Aircobra™ Black Throwing Axe
• One piece stainless steel construction
• 18 1/4” Overall Length; Weight 15.5oz
• Balanced handle-to-blade design
• Includes a nylon sheath
• Leather wrapped grip
B. Kit Rae® Aircobra™ Black Throwing Axe
#KR0080 List $62.75

Kit Rae® Aircobra™ 15” Pro Throwers
Full sized professional throwers for long or short range throwing. Larger throwers are easier to learn to throw and more accurate than smaller throwers, and this features handle-to-blade balanced design for perfect throwing every time.
• 15” overall length; 6 5/8” blade length
• Constructed of one solid piece of stainless steel
• Includes a nylon sheath
• 14 oz in weight
F. Kit Rae® Pro Throwing Knife
#KR0078D List $64.00
G. Kit Rae® Black Pro Throwing Knife
#KR0079 List $64.00
As the creator of some of the most widely recognized knives in the industry today, Gil Hibben's knowledge and over 60 years of experience are unprecedented in the world of custom knife making. He is the creator of the popular Rambo™ III bowie and Rambo™ IV machete, each specially made for the Sylvester Stallone films. He has also produced one-of-a-kind blades for personalities, like John Wayne, Elvis Presley, Steve McQueen.

Gil produced knives for our servicemen to use in Vietnam, and his first-hand experience as an Alaskan hunting guide, throwing knife expert, and sixth-degree black belt in Kenpo Karate have contributed to his creating some of the most popular knives of the 20th Century. Mr. Hibben was inducted into the Knife Throwers Hall of Fame in October 2003 for his many contributions to throwing knife designs. United® Cutlery is proud to offer production knives based on Gil's custom designs. This top-selling brand consists of throwing knives, hunting knives, personal protection knives, and the most collectible line of production fantasy available today.

**Gil Hibben™ III Throwing Knife**

Based on the design of the infamous Hibben™ III Bowie Knife, the new hero is born in this gigantic Hibben™ III Throwing Knife.

- One-piece, 3C13 stainless steel construction
- 9 1/4" clip point blade with a satin finish
- Gently curved handle for a comfortable, balanced grip
- Includes premium black leather belt sheath
- Measures 15" overall

**Gil Hibben™ Throwing Knife Triple Set**

Designed by custom knife maker and International Knife Throwing Hall of Fame member, Gil Hibben, you can expect to improve your throwing skills when you practice with our Hibben Throwing Knife Triple Set.

- One-piece, 3C13 stainless steel
- 9 1/4" clip point blade with a satin finish
- Gently curved handle for a comfortable, balanced grip
- Includes premium black leather belt sheath

**Gil Hibben™ Pro X Throwing Knives**

Each knife is constructed of one solid piece of 3C13 stainless steel with a 6" perfectly shaped blade for maximum target penetration. The handles are designed to guide your hand into the same accurate release each time the knife is thrown.

**Gil Hibben™ GenX Pro Throwers**

Each thrower is constructed of one solid piece of Tempered AUS-6 stainless steel with an ergonomic handle design for a consistent and accurate release with each throw. Each set includes a custom nylon storage sheath.

- **A. Hibben™ III Throwing Knife**
  - #GH5107
  - List $6300

- **B. Hibben™ Throwing Knife Triple Set**
  - #GH5106
  - List $7000

- **C. Hibben® Pro X Throwing Knife**
  - #GH5071
  - List $9500

- **D. Gil Hibben™ Throwing Guide Fourth Edition**
  - #UC0882
  - List $1200

- **E. Gil Hibben™ Large Competition Pro Throwers**
  - #GH6032
  - List $9000

- **F. Gil Hibben™ Large Triple Tanto Pro Thrower Set**
  - #GH6033
  - List $6300

- **G. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **H. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **I. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **J. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **K. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **L. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **M. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **N. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **O. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **P. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **Q. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **R. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **S. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **T. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **U. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **V. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **W. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **X. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **Y. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900

- **Z. Gil Hibben™ GenX Small Pro Throwers**
  - #GH5029
  - List $5900
Hibben Karambit
The Gil Hibben™ High-Polish Karambit illustrates the uniqueness of design that he always brings to the table.
• Mirror-polished 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade
• Black linen Micarta® scales handle
• Custom embossed leather sheath
C. Hibben® Karambit
5 3/8" blade
10 1/4" overall
#GH5054
List $195

Gil Hibben® Assault Tactical Knife
• Full-tang 7Cr17 stainless steel clip point blade
• Trigger-grip handle constructed of premium Micarta®
• Cast stainless steel guard, pommel and fittings
• Includes custom leather belt sheath and certificate of authenticity
• Nickel silver pins and lanyard hole
B. Gil Hibben® Assault Tactical Knife
#GH5025
List $141

Gil Hibben™ Sidewinders
Knife maker extraordinaire Gil Hibben continues to design exceptional knives made for hard everyday use.
• The Gil Hibben that’s going to be a classic
• 3 1/2" 7Cr17 stainless steel blade • Includes leather belt sheath
• Black pakkawood handle • Overall length: 7 1/2"
• Decorative mosaic pins and brass spacers
D. Gil Hibben™ Sidewinders
#GH5058
List $67

Gil Hibben® Alaskan Survival Knife
This knife design has been used and fully endorsed by the prestigious Alaskan Professional Hunters Association. Features a black Micarta® handle, stainless steel guard and pommel, and a 420J2 stainless steel blade. Includes a premium leather sheath.
E. Hibben® Alaskan Survival Knife
6 7/8" blade
12 1/4" overall
#GH5056
List $122

Gil Hibben™ And Paul Ehlers Collaboration Thor’s Sickle Ulu
• 6 7/8", sharp and penetrating 5Cr15MoV stainless steel, sickle blade
• Ergonomically curved, black pakkawood handle scales
• Includes custom leather belt sheath
• 7 7/8" overall length
A. Gil Hibben™ And Paul Ehlers Collaboration Thor’s Sickle Ulu
#GH5113
List $85

Hibben Alaskan Survival Knife
This knife design has been used and fully endorsed by the prestigious Alaskan Professional Hunters Association. Features a black Micarta® handle, stainless steel guard and pommel, and a 420J2 stainless steel blade. Includes a premium leather sheath.
E. Hibben® Alaskan Survival Knife
6 7/8" blade
12 1/4" overall
#GH5056
List $122

Gil Hibben® Assult Tactical Knife
• Full-tang 7Cr17 stainless steel clip point blade
• Trigger-grip handle constructed of premium Micarta®
• Cast stainless steel guard, pommel and fittings
• Includes custom leather belt sheath
• Black pakkawood handle
B. Gil Hibben® Assault Tactical Knife
#GH5025
List $141

Gil Hibben™ Sidewinders
Knife maker extraordinaire Gil Hibben continues to design exceptional knives made for hard everyday use.
• The Gil Hibben that’s going to be a classic
• 3 1/2” 7Cr17 stainless steel blade • Includes leather belt sheath
• Black pakkawood handle • Overall length: 7 1/2”
• Decorative mosaic pins and brass spacers
D. Gil Hibben™ Sidewinders
#GH5058
List $67

Gil Hibben™ And Paul Ehlers Collaboration Thor’s Sickle Ulu
• 6 7/8”, sharp and penetrating 5Cr15MoV stainless steel, sickle blade
• Ergonomically curved, black pakkawood handle scales
• Includes custom leather belt sheath
• 7 7/8” overall length
A. Gil Hibben™ And Paul Ehlers Collaboration Thor’s Sickle Ulu
#GH5113
List $85

Hibben Karambit
The Gil Hibben™ High-Polish Karambit illustrates the uniqueness of design that he always brings to the table.
• Mirror-polished 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade
• Black linen Micarta® scales handle
• Custom embossed leather sheath
C. Hibben® Karambit
5 3/8" blade
10 1/4” overall
#GH5054
List $195

Gil Hibben® Assault Tactical Knife
• Full-tang 7Cr17 stainless steel clip point blade
• Trigger-grip handle constructed of premium Micarta®
• Cast stainless steel guard, pommel and fittings
• Includes custom leather belt sheath
• Black pakkawood handle
B. Gil Hibben® Assault Tactical Knife
#GH5025
List $141

Gil Hibben™ Sidewinders
Knife maker extraordinaire Gil Hibben continues to design exceptional knives made for hard everyday use.
• The Gil Hibben that’s going to be a classic
• 3 1/2" 7Cr17 stainless steel blade • Includes leather belt sheath
• Black pakkawood handle • Overall length: 7 1/2"
• Decorative mosaic pins and brass spacers
D. Gil Hibben™ Sidewinders
#GH5058
List $67

Gil Hibben™ And Paul Ehlers Collaboration Thor’s Sickle Ulu
• 6 7/8”, sharp and penetrating 5Cr15MoV stainless steel, sickle blade
• Ergonomically curved, black pakkawood handle scales
• Includes custom leather belt sheath
• 7 7/8” overall length
A. Gil Hibben™ And Paul Ehlers Collaboration Thor’s Sickle Ulu
#GH5113
List $85

Hibben Karambit
The Gil Hibben™ High-Polish Karambit illustrates the uniqueness of design that he always brings to the table.
• Mirror-polished 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade
• Black linen Micarta® scales handle
• Custom embossed leather sheath
C. Hibben® Karambit
5 3/8" blade
10 1/4” overall
#GH5054
List $195

Gil Hibben® Assault Tactical Knife
• Full-tang 7Cr17 stainless steel clip point blade
• Trigger-grip handle constructed of premium Micarta®
• Cast stainless steel guard, pommel and fittings
• Includes custom leather belt sheath
• Black pakkawood handle
B. Gil Hibben® Assault Tactical Knife
#GH5025
List $141

Gil Hibben™ Sidewinders
Knife maker extraordinaire Gil Hibben continues to design exceptional knives made for hard everyday use.
• The Gil Hibben that’s going to be a classic
• 3 1/2” 7Cr17 stainless steel blade • Includes leather belt sheath
• Black pakkawood handle • Overall length: 7 1/2”
• Decorative mosaic pins and brass spacers
D. Gil Hibben™ Sidewinders
#GH5058
List $67

Gil Hibben™ And Paul Ehlers Collaboration Thor’s Sickle Ulu
• 6 7/8”, sharp and penetrating 5Cr15MoV stainless steel, sickle blade
• Ergonomically curved, black pakkawood handle scales
• Includes custom leather belt sheath
• 7 7/8” overall length
A. Gil Hibben™ And Paul Ehlers Collaboration Thor’s Sickle Ulu
#GH5113
List $85
Hibben® Bloodwood Old West Bowie
Take this Hibben Bowie knife with you into the most untamed environments and use it under the harshest conditions.
• Keenly sharp, 14” stainless steel clip point blade
• Premium bloodwood handle scales
• Custom embossed leather sheath
• Measures 20 1/2” overall
A. Hibben® Bloodwood Old West Bowie
#GH5069 List $178

Hibben® Sub-Hilt Fighter Knife
• B 8 1/2” mirror-polished, 5Cr15Mov stainless steel blade
• Features premium bloodwood handle scales
• Premium quality leather belt sheath
• Measures 14 1/8” overall
B. Hibben® Sub-Hilt Fighter Knife
#GH5111 List $130

Hibben® Bloodwood Alaskan Survival Knife
The Bloodwood Alaskan Survival Knife was designed by master knife maker Gil Hibben, an avid hunter and fisherman. His firsthand experience as an Alaskan hunting guide contributed to the design of this custom knife, which is used and fully endorsed by the prestigious Alaska Professional Hunters Association.
• Brown wood handle with finger grooves
• Premium quality leather belt sheath
• 6 7/8” stainless steel blade
• Measures 12 1/4” overall
C. Hibben® Bloodwood Alaskan Survival Knife
#GH5098 List $107

Gil Hibben® IV Combat Machete
• Measures 12” overall
• Custom embossed leather sheath
• Pakkawood handle provides a sure grip
• Mirror polished 7 1/2” 420 stainless steel blade
D. Combat Machete
#GH5009 List $186

A. Hibben® Bloodwood Old West Bowie
B. Hibben® Sub-Hilt Fighter Knife
C. Hibben® Bloodwood Alaskan Survival Knife
D. Combat Machete
Gil Hibben® Boot Knives Are The Best On The Market!

Inspired by the days of old when America was still young and wild, Gil Hibben™ Boot Knives are the perfect fixed blades to meet the challenges of today! They feature keen 7C13 stainless steel blades and attractive, comfortable handles. Each boot knife has a hilt that feels like sheeh, unbridled power in your hand.

A. Gil Hibben® Old West Boot Knife Pakkawood Handle
   • Mirror polished 7 1/4" blade
   • Measures 12 1/4" overall
   • Wire wrapped handle provides a sure grip
   • Custom embossed leather sheath
   #GH5047
   List $849

B. Gil Hibben® Double Edge Boot Knife Pakkawood Handle
   • Mirror polished 7 1/4" blade
   • Measures 12 1/4" overall
   • Wire wrapped handle provides a sure grip
   • Custom embossed leather sheath
   #GH5078
   List $879

C. Gil Hibben® Highlander Bowie
   • Mirror polished 8 3/4" blade, 13 1/2" overall
   • Sheath includes custom leather belt sheath
   #GH627
   List $1079

D. Silver Shadow
   • Mirror polished 420 stainless steel blade
   • Measures 11 1/4" overall
   • Wire wrapped handle provides a sure grip
   • Custom embossed leather sheath
   #GH0441
   List $829

E. Black Silver Shadow
   • Mirror polished 420 stainless steel blade
   • Measures 11 1/4" overall
   • Wire wrapped handle provides a sure grip
   • Custom embossed leather sheath
   #GH0441B
   List $859

F. Double Shadow
   • Mirror polished 420 stainless steel blade split into two sections
   • Silver wire-wraped hilt
   • 11 1/4" overall, 1 1/2" blade
   • Gil’s personal stamp etched on the blade
   #GH0453
   List $949

G. Black Double Shadow
   • Mirror polished 420 stainless steel blade split into two sections
   • Silver wire-wraped hilt
   • 11 1/4" overall, 1 1/2" blade
   • Gil’s personal stamp etched on the blade
   #GH0453B
   List $999

When it comes to knives, Gil Hibben always knows exactly what you need, and his Hibben Double Edge Boot Knife is a must have compact fixed blade, with a sleek stainless steel blade and attractive, comfortable handle.

B. Double Edge Boot Knife Pakkawood Handle
   • Mirror polished 8 3/4" blade, 13 1/2" overall
   • Sheath includes custom leather belt sheath
   #GH5078
   List $879

Due to strong customer demand, this superb dagger is back for a very limited time!

This classic stainless masterpiece was designed with the ancient Scot-tish highlanders in mind. The solid 420 stainless steel blade, guard and pommel are mirror polished, and the handle is wrapped in braided stainless steel wire for a sleek look and secure grip. Includes an embossed leather boot sheath.

C. Gil Hibben® Highlander Bowie
   • Mirror polished 8 3/4" blade, 13 1/2" overall
   • Sheath includes custom leather belt sheath
   #GH627
   List $1079

Inspired by the days of old when America was still young and wild, Gil Hibben™ Boot Knives are the perfect fixed blades to meet the challenges of today! They feature keen 7C13 stainless steel blades and attractive, comfortable handles. Each boot knife has a hilt that feels like sheer, unbridled power in your hand.

A. Gil Hibben® Old West Boot Knife Pakkawood Handle
   • Mirror polished 7 1/4" blade
   • Measures 10 5/8" overall
   • Wire wrapped handle provides a sure grip
   • Custom embossed leather sheath
   #GH5047
   List $849

B. Gil Hibben® Double Edge Boot Knife Pakkawood Handle
   • Mirror polished 7 1/4" blade
   • Measures 10 3/8" overall
   • Wire wrapped handle provides a sure grip
   • Custom embossed leather sheath
   #GH5078
   List $879
Gil Hibben® Tundra Bushcraft Knife
This knife was designed by master knife maker Gil Hibben, an avid hunter and fisherman. His firsthand experience as an Alaskan hunting guide contributed to the design of this custom knife.
• Full-tang, 6” razor-sharp 420HC stainless steel blade
• Complemented by a stainless steel guard and pommel
• CNC machined layered Micarta® handle scales
• Includes premium leather belt sheath
• Measures 11” overall

List $89

A. Tundra Bushcraft Knife
GHS5110
List $89

Gil Hibben® Tundra Toothpick
When it comes to knives, master knife maker Gil Hibben always knows exactly what you need! Using his firsthand experience as an Alaskan hunting guide, he crafted the Tundra Toothpick Knife.
• 4 5/8” razor-sharp 420HC stainless steel blade
• Complemented by a stainless steel guard and pommel
• CNC machined layered Micarta® handle scales
• Includes premium leather belt sheath
• Measures 9 3/8” overall

List $149

B. Tundra Toothpick
GHS5122
List $149

Gil Hibben™ Tundra Hunter Fixed Blade
His firsthand experiences as an Alaskan hunting guide contributed to the design of this custom knife. It has a full-tang, 6” razor-sharp 420HC stainless steel blade, complemented by a stainless steel guard and pommel. The handsome layered Micarta® handle scales have a knothole pattern and are secured to the tang by heavy-duty screws.
• Full-tang, 6” razor-sharp 420HC stainless steel blade
• Complemented by a stainless steel guard and pommel
• CNC machined layered Micarta® handle scales
• Includes premium black leather belt sheath
• Measures 11” overall

List $102

C. Tundra Hunter Fixed Blade
GHS5077 List $102

NEW!
Special Edition Hibben® Stag Chugach Hunter

On the unforgiving and harsh Alaskan coast, the Chugach people have lived for hundreds of years fishing and hunting to survive. With the steadfastness of these Alaskan natives in mind, Gil Hibben designed the Hibben® Chugach Hunter Knife to be that hard blade you don’t leave home without.

- 4 1/2" German 1.4116 steel upswept blade
- Hardness rating of 56-58 HRC
- Genuine stag handle
- Leather belt sheath
- 8 3/4" overall

Gil Hibben® Whirlwind Pocket Knife

- 3 1/4" satin-finished 7C-17 stainless steel blade
- Features a ball bearing blade flipping mechanism
- Handles are anodized 6061 aluminum with CNC scalloped G10 inserts

A. Gil Hibben® Black Whirlwind Pocket Knife
   #GH5115 List $81

B. Gil Hibben® Red Whirlwind Pocket Knife
   #GH5114 List $81

C. Gil Hibben® Warbird Folding Karambit

The Hibben® Warbird Folding Karambit is an eye-catching yet completely functional, as you’ve come to expect with a Gil Hibben original. You’ll always have a tool in your hand that can be used every day.

- Features a blue metallic pocket clip
- Measures 7 1/2” overall

D. Gil Hibben® Stag Chugach Hunter
   #GH5084GS List $237

E. Gil Hibben® Damascus Sidewinder Knife

- 3 1/2” Damascus steel blade
- Includes leather belt sheath
- Black pakkawood handle
- Overall length: 7 1/2”

F. Gil Hibben® Damascus Sidewinder Knife
   #GH5058D List $164

G. Gil Hibben® Diamondback Knife

- Brass filigreed accents along the tang
- 3 3/8” full-tang, 7C-17 steel blade
- Includes premium leather sheath
- Brown pakkawood handle with detailed mosaic pins
- Measures 7 1/2” overall

F. Gil Hibben® Diamondback Knife
   #GH5000 List $49

H. Gil Hibben® Red Whirlwind Pocket Knife
   #GH5115 List $81

I. Gil Hibben® Black Whirlwind Pocket Knife
   #GH5115 List $81

J. Gil Hibben® Damascus Sidewinder Knife
   #GH5058D List $164
**Gil Hibben® Pro Thrower Axe**

These throwers are perfectly balanced with one-piece tempered stainless steel construction. The Pro Thrower Axe has a trigger-grip design that guides it into the same consistent and accurate release each time they are thrown. Includes leather sheath. 12" ov.

A. Gil Hibben® Pro Thrower Axe

**Gil Hibben® Large Throwing Knife Set**

The Gil Hibben® Large Throwing Knife Set is based on Gil's own karate knife design and doubles as a functional hunting knife.

- 3/16" blade thickness
- Overall length: 6 1/2"
- One-piece stainless steel construction
- Handmade
- Leather belt sheath

B. Gil Hibben® Large Throwing Knife Set

**Gil Hibben® Gentleman's Belt Knife**

The latest in the Gil Hibben® Custom knife collection already has heads turning. Classic and uniquely designed masculine belt buckle converted from solid 420 stainless steel and that snuggly tucks away into an imitation leather belt. 5 3/4" overall.

C. Gil Hibben® Gentleman's Belt Knife

**Gil Hibben® HellFyre Highlander Bowie Knife**

This is a Gil Hibben masterpiece that you absolutely have to add to your collection right now like it, love it, or lust it! You’ll always regret it! The Gil Hibben® HellFyre Highlander Bowie Knife was crafted using the exclusive HellFyre Damascus forging process, which is pure innovative genius.

- Handle is wrapped with copper colored wire
- Hefty, black metal handguard and pommel
- 9 3/4" HellFyre Damascus steel blade
- Includes black leather belt sheath with snap strap closure
- 13 1/2" overall

F. Gil Hibben® HellFyre Highlander Bowie Knife

**Gil Hibben® HellFyre Double Shadow Knife**

The Gil Hibben® HellFyre Double Shadow Knife was crafted using the exclusive HellFyre Damascus forging process, which is pure innovative genius.

- 5 1/2" HellFyre Damascus steel blade
- Skull crusher pommel
- 11 1/4" overall
- Cooper colored wire wrapped handle
- Genuine leather belt sheath
- Black metal handguard and pommel

H. Gil Hibben® HellFyre Double Shadow Knife

**Also Available:**

- Gil Hibben® Knife Belt

Use with GH5009 and GH5010
- MEDIUM-GHBL TM
- LARGE-GHBL TLX
- X-LARGE-GHBL TXL

List $149.95

**Gil Hibben® HellFyre Shadow Knife**

- Includes black leather belt sheath with strap strap closure
- 7 1/4" HellFyre Damascus steel blade
- 13 1/4" overall
- Handle is wrapped with copper colored wire
- Hefty, black metal handguard and pommel

H. Gil Hibben® HellFyre Shadow Knife

**Gil Hibben® HellFyre Large Thrower Knife Set**

- Includes black leather belt sheath with strap strap closure
- 11 1/4" HellFyre Damascus steel blade
- 13 1/2" overall
- Handle is wrapped with copper colored wire
- Hefty, black metal handguard and pommel

H. Gil Hibben® HellFyre Large Thrower Knife Set

**Gil Hibben® HellFyre Large Thrower Knife Set**

- Includes black leather belt sheath with strap strap closure
- 11 1/4" HellFyre Damascus steel blade
- 13 1/2" overall
- Handle is wrapped with copper colored wire
- Hefty, black metal handguard and pommel

H. Gil Hibben® HellFyre Large Thrower Knife Set
**THE EXPENDABLES 2**

**Gil Hibben® THE EXPENDABLES 2 Bowie**
Master knife maker Gil Hibben designed this Bowie for THE EXPENDABLES 2 movie. This cutting masterpiece offers a stabilized synthetic ivory handle accented by a gold-plated blade catcher and guard, both of which evoke the styling of some of the world’s first bowie knives. THE EXPENDABLES 2 artwork is featured on the handle, and a star is embossed on each end of the classic cast guard.

- Mirror polished 3Cr13 stainless steel blade
- Gold-plated blade catcher and guard
- Includes a custom leather sheath

**A. Gil Hibben® THE EXPENDABLES 2 Bowie**
- 14" blade
- 19 3/4" overall
- #GH5017
- List $212.00

**Gil Hibben® “Expendables 2” Toothpick Knife**
Gil Hibben has a history of designing knives for Sylvester Stallone to feature in his films. Backing up the “Rambo III” Bowie, Stallone has been an avid collector of Gil’s custom knives, and that relationship continued when Stallone commissioned Gil to make several knives to use in his new films, “The Expendables” and “Expendables 2.”

- Mirror polished 3Cr13 stainless steel blade
- Oversized guard and pommel
- Classic hardwood handle
- Inlaid synthetic ivory accent
- Embossed leather sheath
- Measures 17 1/2" overall

**B. Gil Hibben® THE EXPENDABLES 2 Toothpick**
- #GH5038
- List $179.00

**The EXPENDABLES 2 Kunai**
Just like the throwers that Lee Christmas uses in THE EXPENDABLES 2 movie, this set of three throwers is perfectly balanced and amazedly accurate! Each thrower is anodized and double-edged, the handles are black cord-wrapped with a finger hole. Includes a custom nylon sheath with boot clip and leg strap for multiple carrying options.

**C. THE EXPENDABLES 2 Kunai 3-Piece Thrower Set**
- 6" blade, 12" overall
- #UC2772
- List $72.00

**THE EXPENDABLES 2 Kunai**
Just like the throwers that Lee Christmas uses in THE EXPENDABLES 2 movie, this set of three throwers is perfectly balanced and amazedly accurate! Each thrower is anodized and double-edged, the handles are black cord-wrapped with a finger hole. Includes a custom nylon sheath with boot clip and leg strap for multiple carrying options.

**THE EXPENDABLES 2 3-Piece Kunai Thrower Set**
- 6" blade, 12" overall
- #UC2772
- List $72.00
Gil Hibben® 65th Anniversary
Old West Bowie Knife

Industry icon Gil Hibben continues to design knives that are display-worthy masterpieces yet still made for hard everyday use. The Gil Hibben® 65th Anniversary Old West Bowie Knife pays tribute to his 65-year legacy and is an absolute must-have for your collection.

- 14" stainless steel, clip point blade with a high-polish finish
- Hefty, gold-plated handguard
- Sheath features antique brass finish, tribute coin

A. Anniversary Old West Bowie
   #GH5121
   List $195.00

The Hibben Knives 65th Anniversary Trapper Pocket Knife celebrates the artistry and innovation of knifemaker Gil Hibben and the success of Hibben Knives over the past 65 years.

- Custom etched stainless steel blades
- Genuine bone handle accented with teal acrylic
- Individually serialized bolster
- Measures 4" closed

B. Anniversary Trapper
   #GH5116
   List $72.00

Gil Hibben® 65th Anniversary Knife And Display Stand

Marking Gil Hibben®’s incredible legacy, this 65th Anniversary Knife and Display Stand features:

- Dark pakkawood handle features comfortable finger grooves
- 15 1/8" 5Cr15 stainless steel upwarp blade
- Hefty solid metal handguard and pommel
- Wooden stand features an antique brass finished, tribute coin
- Measures 20 5/8" overall

C. Anniversary Bowie Knife With Display
   #GH5123
   List $257.00

Display features an antique brass anniversary coin
With more than 75 years of combined knife-making experience, Gil and Wesley Hibben continue the proud Hibben™ legacy of excellence and innovation with their latest collection of knives born from their artistic collaboration. As Wesley has been crafting knives since he was eight years old, having learned the craft at his father’s knee, and also being renowned for his survival skills and tactics, the partnership between father and son just makes sense. Gil’s legacy of creating the most widely recognized knives in the world and his decades of knowledge and experience in custom knife making cement the collaboration into an unbeatable creative vision where no detail has been overlooked and no limits to design are accepted!

Hibben® Legacy Ulu Knife

- 6 1/2" blade
- 7 1/2” overall
- #17 GH5074
- List $8700

A. Hibben® Legacy Ulu Knife

Ergonomic grip design

Hibben® Legacy Skinning Knife

You can guarantee that the Hibben® Legacy Skinning Knife is going to outperform any other Skinner on the market!

- Mirror-polished, 3 1/2" 5Cr15 stainless steel blade with a finger ring and thumb-jimping
- Smooth, black pakkawood handle scales
- Includes premium, black leather/belt sheath
- Measures 8” overall

B. Hibben® Legacy Skinning Knife
- #GH5075
- List $11400

Hibben® Legacy Combat Fighter Knife II

A. Hibben® Legacy Combat Fighter Knife II

- 5 7/8" 7Cr17 stainless steel spear point blade
- Polish brown pakkawood handle scales
- Includes a custom leather sheath
- Features a thumb rest and trigger-finger grip
- Measures 12” overall
- #GH5072 List $11900

B. Hibben® Legacy Combat Fighter Knife II

- 6 1/4" 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade
- Includes a custom leather sheath
- Measures 12 1/8” overall
- #GH5112 List $11400

C. Hibben® Legacy Combat Fighter Knife II

- 5 7/8" 7Cr17 stainless steel spear point blade
- Black polished pakkawood handle scales
- Includes a custom leather sheath
- Measures 12” overall
- #GH5072 List $11900

D. Hibben® Legacy Combat Fighter Knife II

- Finger-grooved, brown pakkawood handle scales
- Full-tang, 6 1/4" 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade
- Includes a custom leather sheath
- Measures 12 1/8” overall
- #GH5112 List $11400

Hibben® Legacy Fighter IV

- 6 1/4" 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade
- Polished brown pakkawood handle scales
- Includes a custom leather sheath
- Measures 12” overall
- #GH5112 List $11400

E. Hibben® Legacy Fighter IV

- New!

Knife Masters Gil and Wesley Hibben continue to put out innovative designs, which become legends in their own right! The Hibben® Legacy Ulu Knife is sleek and modern reimagining of the traditional ulu knife, used since ancient times. The 6 1/2" 5Cr15 stainless steel blade has a mirror polished finish that provides a striking contrast to the black pakkawood handle scales.

A. Hibben® Legacy Ulu Knife
- #17 GH5074
- List $8700

B. Hibben® Legacy Skinning Knife
- #GH5075
- List $11400

C. Hibben® Legacy Combat Fighter Knife II
- #GH5072
- List $11900

D. Hibben® Legacy Combat Fighter Knife II
- #GH5112
- List $11400

E. Hibben® Legacy Fighter IV
- #GH5112
- List $11400
The Crysknife is the traditional and sacred weapon of the Fremen, the desert warriors of Arrakis. United Cutlery's replica knife is an exact reproduction of the actual filming prop used in the movie and is expertly crafted of high-quality polyresin with precisely-molded details, rich coloring and a metallic finish on the handle. The stunning reproduction can be displayed on its polystone wall display, which is sculpted in the form of the hawk sigil of House Atreides. A certificate of authenticity is also included with the Crysknife of Paul Atreides to assure customers of its value and officially licensed status.

Rambo Last Blood Heartstopper Knife
From the hit Lionsgate film "Rambo: Last Blood" comes this accurate replica of the Heartstopper tactical knife. This is an exact replica of the fully-functional knife used in the film, from Sylvester Stallone's personal knife collection. United Cutlery, maker of the very first licensed Rambo knife replica, has created this version of the Heartstopper, using only the highest quality materials and production methods, including precision CNC machining and finishing. It includes a certificate of authenticity, ensuring it is the only Heartstopper replica completely endorsed by Sly Stallone himself.

Rambo Last Blood Heartstopper Knife
#UC3461
List $31.99

Heartstopper Knife
#UC3458
List $26.49

BAD TO THE BONE
Designed for covert missions, Undercover has specialized in discreet weapons since 2013, that are perfect backups when your firearm fails you or you need a job done in silence. This line of sharp weapons includes push daggers, fixed blades and karambits that are compact, sleek and very effective. Each Undercover weapon is finished in non-reflective black and comes in an impact-resistant sheath that allows for easy, concealed carry.

**Undercover® CIA Stinger® II**
The Undercover CIA Stinger II takes the popular original model to a new sleek, and slim level of discreet self-defense.
- Expertly crafted from one, solid piece of 3Cr13 stainless steel
- Features an open-ring pommel and thru-holes
- Includes an injection-molded nylon sheath
- Handle features a CNC-beveled edge
- Sheath can be sewn into a jacket or clipped to a boat
- Measures 7 1/4” overall

**CIA Stinger Knife**
- Includes tough injection molded sheath with removable boot clip
- Sheath can be sewn into a jacket or clipped to a boot
- Sheath differs depending on size
- Measures 7 1/4” overall
- Solid one-piece 3Cr13 stainless steel construction

**Undercover Black Twin Push Daggers**
The Undercover Twin Push Daggers is the ultimate, compact defender set. It features two double-edged push daggers.
- Curved, palm fitting handles
- 2” stainless steel blades
- Impact resistant sheath
- Overall length: 3 3/4”

**Push Dagger Set**
#UC6978
List $12.00

**Undercover® Karambit Dagger**
Offering a compact size and discreet carry options, Undercover® karambits are easy to control and offer powerful personal protection that won’t let you down.
- Finger holes with ribbed details
- Solid, one-piece black-coated stainless steel construction
- Includes hard plastic impact-resistant sheath
- Measures 6 1/2” overall

**C. Push Dagger Set**
#UC6978
List $12.00

**Undercover® CIA Stinger® II**
- Expertly crafted from one, solid piece of 3Cr13 stainless steel
- Features an open-ring pommel and thru-holes
- Includes an injection-molded nylon sheath
- Handle features a CNC-beveled edge
- Sheath can be sewn into a jacket or clipped to a boat
- Measures 7 1/4” overall

**A. CIA Stinger® II**
#UC3344
List $32.00

**D. Karambit Dagger**
- Undercover® Black
- Karambit Dagger
- Undercover® Black
- Twin Push Daggers

**B. Stinger Knife**
- Undercover CIA Stinger® II
- UC3313
- List $34.00

**C. Push Dagger Set**
- Undercover® CIA Stinger® II
- #UC3313
- List $12.00
New Shikoto® Hammer-Forged Longquan Master Swords

Using methods perfected by ancient Japanese swordsmiths, the 49 3/8" 1060 high carbon steel blade has been hammer-forged and clay tempered to produce a visible hamon line. Differential hardening gives this magnificent sword a hard 52 HRC cutting edge and a softer spine. The tsuba is solid iron and the wooden handle has traditional cord wrapping over genuine, tea-dyed rayskin. A black lacquered and polished wooden scabbard with cord-wrapping houses the blade. Also included is a certificate of authenticity with forging specifications, signed by the master swordsmith who crafted the blade.

- 49 3/8" 1060 high carbon steel blade
- Genuine, tea-dyed rayskin on handle
- Cast black iron tsuba
- Certificate of authenticity included
- Black lacquered wooden scabbard
- Overall length: 65 3/4"

Also Available:
- Longquan Master Tanto
  - 12 3/4" blade, 20" overall
  - #UC3213 List: $38100

Shikoto® Hammer-Forged Longquan Master Swords

- Each includes a certificate of authenticity and wooden display box
- Emerald versions feature solid brass tsuba with aged bronze finish and emerald cord
- Clay tempered 1060 high carbon steel blades
- Genuine, tea-dyed rayskin on handles
- Black lacquered wooden scabbards

A. New Shikoto® Touchstone Handmade Wakizashi
  - 19 3/4" blade; 30 3/4" overall
  - #UC3192
  - List: $1515
  - Also Available in Emerald
    - #UC3238

B. New Shikoto® Touchstone Handmade Katana
  - 23 1/4" blade; 39 1/2" overall
  - #UC3193
  - List: $1582
  - Also Available in Emerald
    - #UC3239

C. New Shikoto® Sword Stand
  - #UC3299
  - List: $317

D. Shikoto® Longquan Master Nodachi
  - 49 3/8" blade; 65 3/4" overall
  - #UC3278
  - List: $89500

New Shikoto® Hammer-Forged Longquan Master Nodachi

Using methods perfected by ancient Japanese swordsmiths, the 49 3/8" 1060 high carbon steel blade has been hammer-forged and clay tempered to produce a visible hamon line. Differential hardening gives this magnificent sword a hard 52 HRC cutting edge and a softer spine. The tsuba is solid iron and the wooden handle has traditional cord wrapping over genuine, tea-dyed rayskin. A black lacquered and polished wooden scabbard with cord-wrapping houses the blade. Also included is a certificate of authenticity with forging specifications, signed by the master swordsmith who crafted the blade.

- 49 3/8" 1060 high carbon steel blade
- Genuine, tea-dyed rayskin on handle
- Cast black iron tsuba
- Certificate of authenticity included
- Black lacquered wooden scabbard
- Overall length: 65 3/4"
Shikoto Tigerwood Katana

The Tiger Wood Katana from Shikoto is a masterpiece of earthy and natural simplicity with its rich tigerwood handle and scabbard:
- Clay-tempered, full-tang, T10 carbon steel blade
- Features a brass habaki with deep etched kanji
- Iron tsuba has gold gilted swords
- Tigerwood scabbard with brown cotton cord wrapping
- Tigerwood handle scales
- Measures 41" overall

A. Shikoto Tigerwood Katana
   #UC3525
   List $81700

B. Shikoto Shinshi Sword Cane
   - 18 1/4" Damascus steel blade
   - Handle feature brown wooded knob and brown leather wrapping
   - Measures 37 1/8"
   #UC3473 List $34800

C. Shikoto Yonaka Sword Cane
   - 18 1/4" High carbon steel blade
   - Handle feature black wooded knob and black leather wrapping
   - Measures 37 1/8"
   #UC3472 List $38500

Also Available:
- Shikoto® Double Sword Display Stand
  - Constructed of premium wood
  - Approximately 11 1/4" x 13"
  #UC3482 List $4400

Shikoto® Hidden Samurai Sword Canes

Shikoto® Hidden Samurai Swords

The Shikoto Hidden Samurai Swords were inspired by and worthy of the warrior who fights in the shadows – the Ninja hidden in the night. They are hand-forged by a master swordsmith using the same time-tested techniques as their forefathers:
- Includes a certificate of authenticity with forging specifications, signed by the master swordsmith who crafted the blade
- Clay-tempered T10 carbon steel blued blades
- Tea-colored rayskin wrapped hardwood handle
- Black lacquered wooden scabbard
- Features brass dragon menuki

D. Shikoto® Hidden Samurai Tanto
   - 12 3/4" blade, 20" overall
   #UC3435 List $34400

E. Shikoto® Hidden Samurai Katana
   - 27 1/4" blade, 38 1/2" overall
   #UC3434 List $54700

F. Shikoto® Hidden Samurai Wakizashi
   - 19 3/4" blade, 30 3/4" overall
   #UC3436 List $47500

AAA

AAA
USMC Desert Ops Gladius Sword
- Heavy-duty saw serrations on the spine
- Durable 600D nylon belt sheath
- 17 3/10” stainless steel blade
- Ridged ABS handle scales
- Measures 24” overall

A. USMC Desert Ops
Gladius Sword
#UC3507
List $187

USMC Desert
OPS Sawback Kukri
- Durable 600D nylon belt sheath
- 15 3/10” stainless steel blade
- Ridged ABS handle scales
- Measures 22” overall

B. USMC Desert
OPS Sawback Kukri
#UC3506 List $187

USMC Battle Of Belleau Kukri
Destined to stand out in any collection, our USMC Stacked
Leather Handle Kukri Knife is also a completely capable
cutting and chopping accessory for your belt.
- 19 1/2” J420 stainless steel blade
- Stacked leather
- Measures 16 1/2”

D. Battle Of
Belleau Kukri
#UC3529
List $180

USMC Jungle Bowie Knife
Sawed Fit The officially licensed USMC Jungle
Bowie Knife is an excellent sized knife!
- Includes black leather belt sheath
- 9 1/4” stainless steel blade
- Stacked leather
- Measures 14” overall

E. USMC Jungle
Bowie Knife
#BK1817
List $75

USMC Officially
Licensed Series

U.S. Marines need knives they can rely on in the most intense battle
and combat situations. United®
Cutlery is proud to be a part of a
licensing program that represents
the men and women who fight
for our freedom on a daily basis.

USMC Desert
OPS Sawback Machete
- Durable 600D nylon belt sheath
- 17 3/10” stainless steel blade
- Ridged ABS handle scales
- Measures 24” overall

C. Battle Of Belleau
Wood Kukri
#UC3577
List $187

USMC Desert
OPS Sawback Machete
- Durable 600D nylon belt sheath
- 17 3/10” stainless steel blade
- Ridged ABS handle scales
- Measures 24” overall

USMC Officially
Licensed Series

U.S. Marines need knives they can rely on in the most intense battle
and combat situations. United®
Cutlery is proud to be a part of a
licensing program that represents
the men and women who fight
for our freedom on a daily basis.

USMC Desert
OPS Sawback Machete
- Durable 600D nylon belt sheath
- 17 3/10” stainless steel blade
- Ridged ABS handle scales
- Measures 24” overall

C. Battle Of Belleau
Wood Kukri
#UC3577
List $187

USMC Battle Of Belleau Kukri
Destined to stand out in any collection, our USMC Stacked
Leather Handle Kukri Knife is also a completely capable
cutting and chopping accessory for your belt.
- 19 1/2” J420 stainless steel blade
- Stacked leather
- Measures 16 1/2”

D. Battle Of
Belleau Kukri
#UC3529
List $180

USMC Jungle Bowie Knife
Sawed Fit The officially licensed USMC Jungle
Bowie Knife is an excellent sized knife!
- Includes black leather belt sheath
- 9 1/4” stainless steel blade
- Stacked leather
- Measures 14” overall

E. USMC Jungle
Bowie Knife
#BK1817
List $75

USMC Tribute
Combat Knife
- Measures 10 1/4” overall
- 6 3/4” stainless steel clip point blade.
- Genuine stacked leather handle

F. USMC Tribute
Combat Knife
#UC3369
List $420

USMC Jungle Bowie Knife
- Includes black leather belt sheath
- 9 1/4” stainless steel blade
- Stacked leather
- Measures 14” overall

E. USMC Jungle
Bowie Knife
#BK1817
List $75

USMC Tribute
Combat Knife
- Measures 10 1/4” overall
- 6 3/4” stainless steel clip point blade.
- Genuine stacked leather handle

F. USMC Tribute
Combat Knife
#UC3369
List $420

USMC Desert
OPS Sawback Machete
- Durable 600D nylon belt sheath
- 17 3/10” stainless steel blade
- Ridged ABS handle scales
- Measures 24” overall

C. Battle Of Belleau
Wood Kukri
#UC3577
List $187

USMC Battle Of Belleau Kukri
Destined to stand out in any collection, our USMC Stacked
Leather Handle Kukri Knife is also a completely capable
cutting and chopping accessory for your belt.
- 19 1/2” J420 stainless steel blade
- Stacked leather
- Measures 16 1/2”

D. Battle Of
Belleau Kukri
#UC3529
List $180

USMC Jungle Bowie Knife
Sawed Fit The officially licensed USMC Jungle
Bowie Knife is an excellent sized knife!
- Includes black leather belt sheath
- 9 1/4” stainless steel blade
- Stacked leather
- Measures 14” overall

E. USMC Jungle
Bowie Knife
#BK1817
List $75

USMC Tribute
Combat Knife
- Measures 10 1/4” overall
- 6 3/4” stainless steel clip point blade.
- Genuine stacked leather handle

F. USMC Tribute
Combat Knife
#UC3369
List $420
### USMC Blackout Combat Swords
- Sharp, sleek 18 3/4" AUS-8 stainless steel blade
- Nonreflective coating; blood groove; "USMC" stamp
- Rubberized injection molded handle; textured grip
- Overall length at 27 1/2"

**A. USMC Blackout Combat Tanto Sword**
- #UC3157
- List $162.00

**B. USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword**
- #UC3504
- List $157.00

### USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword
- • 3 3/4" stainless steel blade
- • Black TPU handle scales
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Partially serrated 9 1/4" stainless steel tanto blade
- • 14 1/4" in overall length
- • Includes a premium leather belt sheath

**C. USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword**
- #UC3157
- List $162.00

### USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword
- • 8 3/4" stainless steel blade
- • Black TPU handle scales
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Partially serrated 13 1/4" stainless steel tanto blade
- • 22" in overall length
- • Includes a premium leather belt sheath

**D. USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword**
- #UC3504
- List $157.00

### USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword
- • Sharp, sleek 18 3/4" AUS-8 stainless steel blade
- • Nonreflective coating; blood groove; "USMC" stamp
- • Rubberized injection molded handle; textured grip
- • Overall length at 27 1/2"

**E. USMC Blackout Combat Tanto Sword**
- #UC3157
- List $162.00

### USMC Blackout Combat Tanto Sword
- • 3 3/4" stainless steel blade
- • Black TPU handle scales
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Partially serrated 9 1/4" stainless steel tanto blade
- • 14 1/4" in overall length
- • Includes a premium leather belt sheath

**F. USMC Blackout Combat Tanto Sword**
- #UC3157
- List $162.00

### USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword
- • Sharp, sleek 18 3/4" AUS-8 stainless steel blade
- • Nonreflective coating; blood groove; "USMC" stamp
- • Rubberized injection molded handle; textured grip
- • Overall length at 27 1/2"

**G. USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword**
- #UC3504
- List $157.00

### USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword
- • Sharp, sleek 18 3/4" AUS-8 stainless steel blade
- • Nonreflective coating; blood groove; "USMC" stamp
- • Rubberized injection molded handle; textured grip
- • Overall length at 27 1/2"

**H. USMC Blackout Combat Double-Edged Sword**
- #UC3504
- List $157.00

---

### USMC Tanto Survival Machete
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Partially serrated 9 1/4" stainless steel tanto blade
- • 14 1/4" in overall length
- • Includes a premium leather belt sheath

**A. USMC Tanto Survival Machete**
- #UC3476
- List $152.00

### USMC Tanto Survival Machete
- • 3 3/4" stainless steel blade
- • Black TPU handle scales
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Dual charging capabilities

**B. USMC Tanto Survival Machete**
- #UC3476
- List $152.00

### USMC Tanto Survival Machete
- • 8 3/4" stainless steel blade
- • Black TPU handle scales
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Dual charging capabilities

**C. USMC Tanto Survival Machete**
- #UC3476
- List $152.00

### USMC Tanto Survival Machete
- • 3 3/4" stainless steel blade
- • Black TPU handle scales
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Dual charging capabilities

**D. USMC Tanto Survival Machete**
- #UC3476
- List $152.00

### USMC Tanto Survival Machete
- • 8 3/4" stainless steel blade
- • Black TPU handle scales
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Dual charging capabilities

**E. USMC Tanto Survival Machete**
- #UC3476
- List $152.00

---

### USMC Tak-Kana Sword
- The officially licensed Tak-Kana Sword from USMC melds modern tactical innovation with traditional Samurai design to produce a bladed weapon ready for today’s battlefields.
- • The handle is wrapped Samurai style in faux black rayskin and olive drab nylon cord and it has a lanyard hole in the pommel
- • Solid, one-piece 3Cr13 stainless steel construction with a black-coated and stone washed finish and a 14 5/8" blade
- • The 29 1/2" overall sword fits securely in a polypropylene scabbard, an adjustable shoulder strap

**F. USMC Tak-Kana Sword**
- #UC3539
- List $92.00

### USMC Tak-Kana Sword
- • Has a 3 1/4", black 3Cr13 stainless steel blade that can be deployed with a thumbstud or flipper using assisted opening
- • The 4 1/2" ridged, tan aluminum handle features a bottle opener, screwdriver and an integrated carabiner clip

**G. USMC Tak-Kana Sword**
- #UC3539
- List $92.00

### USMC Tak-Kana Sword
- • Dual charging capabilities
- • Handle features a bottle opener

**H. USMC Tak-Kana Sword**
- #UC3539
- List $92.00

### USMC Brewski Pocket Knife With Bottle Opener
- • Made of silica gel and ABS/PC material
- • Features an emergency LED light and a carabiner
- • Powerful 1.2 W monocrystalline solar panel that will charge the li-polymer battery, which has an 8,000 mAh capacity
- • Water-resistant and shock-proof
- • Dimensions are 9 3/8" x 2 1/4"

**I. USMC Brewski Pocket Knife With Bottle Opener**
- #UC3537
- List $130.00

### USMC 8,000 MAH Solar Charger And Power Bank
- • Made of silica gel and ABS/PC material
- • Features an emergency LED light and comes with a carabiner
- • Powerful 1.2 W monocrystalline solar panel that will charge the li-polymer battery, which has an 8,000 mAh capacity
- • Water-resistant and shock-proof
- • Dimensions are 9 3/8" x 2 1/4"

**J. USMC 8,000 MAH Solar Charger And Power Bank**
- #UC3537
- List $130.00

---

### USMC Dual-Edged Sword
- • Stacked, genuine leather handle
- • Partially serrated 9 1/4" stainless steel tanto blade
- • 14 1/4" in overall length
- • Includes a premium leather belt sheath

**K. USMC Dual-Edged Sword**
- #UC3504
- List $157.00

### USMC Dual-Edged Sword
- • Sharp, sleek 18 3/4" AUS-8 stainless steel blade
- • Nonreflective coating; blood groove; "USMC" stamp
- • Rubberized injection molded handle; textured grip
- • Overall length at 27 1/2"

**L. USMC Dual-Edged Sword**
- #UC3504
- List $157.00

---

### USMC Brewski Pocket Knife With Bottle Opener
- • Made of silica gel and ABS/PC material
- • Features an emergency LED light and a carabiner
- • Powerful 1.2 W monocrystalline solar panel that will charge the li-polymer battery, which has an 8,000 mAh capacity
- • Water-resistant and shock-proof
- • Dimensions are 9 3/8" x 2 1/4"

**M. USMC Brewski Pocket Knife With Bottle Opener**
- #UC3537
- List $130.00

### USMC 8,000 MAH Solar Charger And Power Bank
- • Made of silica gel and ABS/PC material
- • Features an emergency LED light and comes with a carabiner
- • Powerful 1.2 W monocrystalline solar panel that will charge the li-polymer battery, which has an 8,000 mAh capacity
- • Water-resistant and shock-proof
- • Dimensions are 9 3/8" x 2 1/4"

**N. USMC 8,000 MAH Solar Charger And Power Bank**
- #UC3537
- List $130.00
**Marine Force Recon Sawback Bowie**
- 11 1/2" anodized stainless steel blade
- Over-sized metal guard protects hand
- Corrosion-resistant blade coating
- Over-molded rubber handle grip
- Overall length: 16 3/8"

**USMC Marine Kukri**
- 11 1/2" stainless steel blade; razor sharp serrations
- "Honor. Courage. Commitment." etched into Kukri
- Ergonomic rubberized handle features "Marine Force Recon" medallion
- Nylon belt sheath for options
- Integrated lanyard hole
- 16 1/2" overall length

**USMC Operation Makó® Knife**
- 10 3/4" stainless steel blade
- Features sawback and partial serrations
- Features grippy hard TPU handle scales
- Includes durable nylon belt sheath
- Measures 16 1/2" overall

**USMC Field Axe**
- Black paracord-wrapped ABS handle
- Lanyard hole and wrist lanyard
- 6 1/2" x 3 1/2" stainless steel.
- 3 1/2mm thick, axe head
- 11 1/4" overall length
- Nylon belt sheath

**USMC Semper Fi Sawback Machete**
- Powerful sawback serrations on spine
- 17 1/2" full-tang stainless steel blade
- Includes sturdy nylon belt sheath
- Rubberized injection-molded saber-style handguard handle
- Measures 24" overall

**USMC Ceremonial Saber**
- Overall length: 32".
- Stainless steel blade with metalwork details
- Faux leather sheath; stainless steel accents
- 29 1/4" stainless steel USMC embossed blade

**F. Ceremonial Saber**
- #UC3209
- List $10800

**E. USMC Semper Fi Sawback Machete**
- #UC3365
- List $4000

**D. USMC Field Axe**
- #UC3335
- List $1484

**C. USMC Operation Makó® Knife**
- #UC3372
- List $1398

**B. USMC Marine Kukri With Sheath**
- #UC3011
- List $4700

**A. Marine Force Recon Sawback Bowie**
- #UC2863
- List $1479

**Note:** Includes heavy duty nylon sheath.